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i

A SPY.

The two officers continued their conversation, and fifteen
minutes later the door again opened, and the orderly announced :

"Well, we succeeded in driving the British back from
"Dif'k Slater."
harleston." .
A handsome, bright-faced young man of perhaps ninee "Yes; so we did, but Dick Slater tells me that Prevost
teen or twenty years entered the room, and saluted.
}'. eft a garrison at Beaufort, as he was retreating to Sa"Ah, Dick, I am glad to see you," said General Lincoln.
: ~annah."
"Be seated."
"How large a garrison is it?"
He motioned toward a chair, and Dick took the seat
"About four hundred men."
indicated.
r "Four hundred, eh?"
"Well, Dick, I wish to ask you a few questions," said
"Yes."
7
the general.
"Well, why not go down there and dislodge them?"
"I shall be &lad to answer them, sir," was the reply.
"I have thought of making the attempt."
"You have just returned from your trip south in the
"I believe I would do so if I were you. We ought not to
et the Britioh retain a foothold in South Carolina if we wake of Prevost's army, and I would like to . ask you what
your opinion is regarding the possibility of dislodging the
an help it."
garrison that was left at Beaufort."
"So it seems to me."
The "Liberty Boy" was silent a few moments, and then
"It ought to be a fairly easy matter to dislodge the redsaid, slowly:
' ~oats from Beaufort."

f

0

:

"Of course the garrison can be dislodged if 8: sufficient
"I will send for Dick Slater, and see what he thinks
force is sent against it, sir."
it."
"What would you consider a sufficient force?"
"That is a good idea. He has good judgment :egarding
"Well, I should say twice the number of men the British
1Such matters."
"So he has, and he has just returned from following the lrave."
"And they have about four hundred?"
British and keeping watch of them as they retreated."
"Yes, sir."
It wus midsummer of the year 1778. The pa~riots oc"We would have to se.n d seven or eight hundred men,
cupied Charleston, South Carolina, and the British, who
were at Savannah, Georgia, under General Prevost, had then?"
made an unsuccessful attempt to attack Charleston, and
"Yes, sir."
had been forced to retreat back to Savannah.
The general was silent for a few moments, thinking, and
~bout

General Lincoln, the commander of the patriot force at_ then said:
Charleston, and Count Pulaski, the Polish patriot, were
"Well, I guess I can afford to send that number."
seated in a room in the building occupied as headquarters,
"Yes," said Count Pulaski, "there does not seem to be
and were discussing the situation. As he spoke of send- any probability that another move will be made against
ing for Dick stater, General Lincoln struck · a bell, and an Charleston."
orderly appeared at the door.
"N ~t soon at any rate."
"Send Dick Slater, the captain of the 'Liberty Boys,' here
"If you decide to make the attempt to dislodge the gar2 t once,'' ordered the general.
rison at Beaufort, myself and 'Liberty Boys' will wish to
The orderly saluted and withdrew. ·
be of the force that goes, sir," said_ Dick.
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"Yes, you shall be of the force, Dick. Indeed, I shall
depend on you to a great extent, as the greater number of
the menI shall send will be militia, and it will be necessary
to have some veterans along to show them how to fight."
"We are ready to start on the expeaition at any moment,
sir," said Dick.

The fellow acted as if he felt that he was an intruder, as
if he realized that he was where he had no business to be;
and a closer look from ?ick's keen eyes made the youth
think that it might be possible the fellow was not a friend to
the patriot cause.

going to attempt to dislodge them-or, rather, he will do et
if he is permitted."
'n
The youth made up his mind that he would prevent tl ,6
supposed spy from doing th,IB, if_ such a thing were po11_1
sible, and he increased his speed, and still continued t u
draw nearer and nearer the man.
'rhe instant the fellow emerged from the door of th
12
building he leaped away at a run.
i
Dick had. been looking for some such move, however, am
I
·he bounded forward with the speed of a deer, and was ou'
a
of the building and after the fugitive in an instant, almost
l
There were people passing along the street, and the:
paused and stared in open-mouthed amazement.
No one made any attempt to stop the fugitive, howeve
1
but .got out of the way and gave him a clear track.
The youth wonderecl why this. was, at first, but as h ~'
drew nearer he saw why it was.
The fugitive held a pistol in his hand, and it was th•.
1
sight of the weapon that caused the pedestrians to ste1
'.l
ont to one side and give the fellow all the sidewalk.
1
"So that's the kind of chap you are, eh?" thought Dick
r
"A desperate fellow! That proves that you are a spy, anc
th at vou sh ou ld b
e capture d . We11, I'll d o i·t, i"f sue h f V
'h: •.
"bl ,,
L mg is poss1
e.
Th
th k t
I
l k t h d f +l
·ht
c you
ep a s iarp oo -ou a ea or , ie s1g ofn
t
.
t
ld.
·ti
ti
·
t
t·
f
11"
t
8ome pa no so 1ers, w1 l rn m en ion o ye mg o th en:1
t o sop
t
th e . f ug1·t·ive; bu t
· t so1
as 1·t· lrnppene d no pa t no
diers were seen.
'l'he supposed spy was leading the chase along streets tha
were not frequented by the soldiers.
'l'he youth realized this fact, aiid his respect for the cun.r
ning of the fellow was increased.
i
11
"He i; a dancrerous
man
I'll
1rncrer"
he
thourrht
"an.:1
0
'
b
'
b
'
u
that makes it all the more necessary that I should captur&
him."

"There are a lot Qf Tories in Charleston/' said the youth
to himself, "and that fellow looks like he might be one of
that sort."
As the thought came to him Dick increased his pace, and
drew nearer to the fellow.
The man in question glanced back over his shoulder, saw
that Dick wa-s overtaking him, and seemingly became
alarmed, for he increased his pace to a very rapid walk.
This was noted by Dick, and it increased his suspicions.
"I'll ~ager that fellow has . been up to some meanness,"
the youth thought. "Likely he has been spying. The
chances are that he was listening at the door while I was '
talking with General Lincoln, and if that is the case he will
try to get the news to the redcoats at Beaufort that we are

Onwal,'d dashed pursued and pursuer.
Down one street, up another the chase went.
The fugitive was a good runner, and while Dick gaine
all the time, it was but slowly, and made quite a long chase
of it.
·'
. Occasionally the fugitive glanced back, and as he sami
his pursuer was drawing nearer and nearer, a desperate
and determined look appeared on his face.
Closer and closer Dick drew, and presently was nea
enough so that )1e could see the fierce look on the man'!\
face and in his eyes when he turned his head to look bacl'1v
"There's murder in those eyes of his," thought Dick';
"I'll have to be careful when I close in on him, for he look
like a fellow who will shoot."

"Very well. I will begin making arrangements to send
the force against Beaufort, and likely it will start in the
.morning."
"Very well, sir."
"As you go out, tell Colonel Campbell I wish to see him,
Dick," said the general, and Dick said, "Very well, sir,"
and rising, saluted and took his departure.
"A fine fellow, that, General Lincoln/' said Count Pulaski. ·
"Yes, and one of the bravest, most daring fellows in the
patriot army."
"He is, indeed."
"The 'Liberty Boys' may always be depended on."
"Yes, they are reliable, and do not know the meaning of
the word fear."
"Y
J
ou
are
rig
1t. If General Washington had a few thou.
sand like them he could drive the redcoats off our domains."
"Yes; they would have to leave .our shores in a hurry."
As Dick passed out mto the hall he siw a man walkmg
rapidly away toward the entrance to the building. The
man was not the orderly, and there was something in his
appearance that attracted Dick's attention and aroused
his suspicions.

. ·

.
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Another thing Dick realized was that they were getting
• · o rather an unsavory quarter of the city.
They were nearing the water front, and it was frel entcd by all sorts of desperate characters. It was a place
1
1ere a man's life was riot safe after nightfall, but of
t .urse in the da:ytime it was not so bad.

against him than for him, but he did not cease his efforts
to overcome the fellow he suspected of being a spy.
"If I can make him a prisoner I ma' be able to frighten
the crowd into letting me alone,'' he thought.
The spectators stood around and watched the struggle
with eager interest. They seemed not to think of anything

'{ Thought of danger to himself would never deter Dick save to wonder which would be the victor, and several rough

1

later, however, and he kept up the chase with undiminish- fellows laid wagers on this.
a vigor. .
The youth's opponent was larger and heavier than Dick,

and closer he drew to the fugi.tive, and presently
1~ Closer
s almost near enough to enable him to reach out his hand

}

d sei.ze the fugitive.

.

and it looked as if he should have been stronger, but he was
not. If anything Dick was· the stronger, and he was much
quicker in his movements, and more agile and supple, and

The fellow glanced back over his shoulder, seemed to real- I the result was that, after the struggle_ had gone on for
e that he could not hope to escape by running, and whirl- perhapo two minutes the youth succeeded in getting the
~[lg qu1c;:
· · 11y, he :fiire d point b1ank at the youth who had fol- hold he wished to secure.
The next instant the man's body was lifted high in the
owed him so persistently.
air, and was held there for an instant, poised on Dick's
Dick saw what was coming, and leaped to one side with
shoulder; then down the fellow's body came, and he struck
lightning-like quickness that caused the fellow to miss
on the hard ground with a force that knocked all the fight
lim, tbe bullet taking effect in the leg of a man who at
out of him for the time being.
·r at moment stepped out of a low drinking dive, and causThe youth turned the man over on his face, pulled his
?g him to give vent to a wild yell of pain, and go hopping
arms together behind his back, and was proceeding to tie
,1~ouncl and around in a circie, giving vent to his anger and
the wrists with his handkerchief, when suddenly half a
pin in language which it is better not to reproduce.
·
dozen rough-looking men rushed forward from the midst of
/ H~ing escaped the bullet, Dick made a quick leap for
the crowd, and leaped upon his back, crushing him down
~ie fellow, who muttered a curse at having missed, and
upon the form of the half-dazed man he was trying to
.urled the pistol at the youth's head.
make a prisoner.
Dick dodged the pistol, and the next instant was en"We've got ye, young feller," cried one of the men, in a
aged in a fierc~ struggle with the fugitive.
triumphant voice. "Ye might ez well giv' up without enny
rl The man foug~t desperately.
foolin'."
( He realized, no doubt, that if he permttted himself to be
inade a prisoner and taken back to the patriot headquarters
:t would go hard with him, and he fought with all the enlrgy that he could muster for the occasion.
/
CHAPTER II.
, He was a strong and athletic fellow, and Dick found con1iderable difficulty in handling him.
A PHISONER.
1

'

Dick was a skflled wrestler, and he made strong efforts to
his opponent, but the fellow managed to balk each

~hrow

But Dick Slater was not of the giving up kind .
He would giYe up only when forced to do so, not before.
"I c1on't thi.nk you will do that," the fellow grated.
He realized that 11€ did not have much chance, as he was
''You arc not going to put me down and make a prisoner of outnumbered six to one, and they had the advantage of
rne if I can help it, and I think I can."
}laving him down, but he would not yield without a strug1 "We'll see about that," said Dick quietly, and he went gle even then.
~:ffo rt.

~t the fellow with renewed energy.

So he began struggling, and so fiercely did he resist that

l

The sounc1 of the pistol-shot had brough~ people swarmmg out upon the street from the dfres and saloons of the
water front, and soon a great crowd had surrounded the
two. Dick did not like the looks of affairs. He realized
.hat the people surrounding him were more likely to be

•

•

the six burly men were kept very busy for a few minutes.
The "Liberty Boy" even managed to get to his knees,
once, and was rising up to his feet, with three of the
men hanging around his neck, but one fellow, who had receiYed a severe kick in the stomach and was angry as a re-
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"You are impudent and saucy," said the fellow, "but T "
sult, drew a pistol and struck Dick a heavy blow on the
ra
will soon take that out of you."
head with the butt of the weapon.
"Indeed?" said Dick.
The blow knocked the brave youth senseless, and he dropUl
"Yes. Do you h."Tiow who I am?"
ped to the ground as if shot, the three ruffians falling on
,,
"I haven't the least idea--except to say that I kno
top of him.
are a big rascal."
you
They hastened to scramble to their feet, however, and
"Bah. I will tell you who I am." He paused, iu
then, acting under the orders from the man who had gotten
at Dick :fiercely through the boles in the hood.
glared
Dick into all the trouble-and who had regained his senses
"Go on; I'm listening," coolly.
while the youth was struggling with the six-they t,ied
;o
"Very well. I am Ronald Royston."
Dick's hands, and lifting him, carried him into a doorway
· The youth shook bis head.
nearby, and up a flight of rickety stairs.
"I don't know any more than I did before," be satf
They passed along a ball, and entered a room at the rear
calmly. "I never heard Of Ronald Royston."
of the building.
"You neYer did?" in evident surprise.
It was a good-sized room, and there were a number of
1(
"No."
chairs and a long table which stood in t'he middle of the
"'rhat is strange."
floor.
"Is it?"
One of the men closed and barred the door, and the four
"Yes."
who were carrying Dick placed him at full length on the
"You seem to think that you are a pretty big sort of ~
table.
man in this part of the country."
Then from a closet at one end of the roo~ the men
"And I am."
brought forth black gowns, with hoods attached, th~re
The youth shook his head and wrinkled up his eyebrowf
being holes cut for the mouth and eyes. These gowns" they
"I don't think anybody else besides yourself knows anJ~
donned, and then seated themselves to await the youth's
thing about it," he said calmly.
return to consciousness.
"Just the same there are hundreds of people who kno
Presently Dick regained consciousness, and sat up and
it."
looked around him. He took in his surroundings at a
"Can it be possible?"
quick, rapid glance.
· If the fellow thought to awe or frighten Dick Slater b
The seven men were seated in a row, along the side of the was badly fooled, and he began to realize this.
room, and swinging his !egs over the edge of the table on
"Dick Slater, did you ever hear of !ill organization know
the side toward the men, Dick looked at them quietly. To as the 'Loyal Legion'?" the fellow asked.
their surprise he did not seem to be a bit awed or frightThe youth had heard rumors that there was such an o
en.ed. They . were still more surprirsed when he spoke, for ganization in South Carolina, and had beard it even hinte
he said in a calm, matter-of-fact voice:
that the headquarters of the organization was in Charles
"I must compliment you fellows on your improved ap- ton, but he had not paid any attention to the rumor. I
pearance. You look .much better in those hooded gowns deed, he had not thought the organization amounted t
than you did without them."
much. He nodded his head in assent, and said:
"Why so?" asked the fellow Dick had chased, and who
"Yes, I believe I have heard of such an organization."
was indeed the head one of the gang.
"I thought so," in a tone of satisfaction. " _Well, we i·
"Becauses one does uot see your ugly faces," was the co_ol whose pre12ence you stand are members of the Loyal
reply.
gion."
An angry murmuT went up from ·the men. It was plain
"But I'm not standing," said Dick drily. "I'm sitti
that they did not fancy being spoken of in this fashion; on the table."
then, too, i:hey were disappointed because of their failure to
"Bosh. Flippancy will not help your case any, Di
awe the youth.
Slater," the man cried. "If you but knew it you are ·
"You think you are smart, no doubt," remarked the man, a serious predicament."
"Is that so?"
rneeringly.
"It is."
notice
"Oh, no; that is something that any one would
"Why so? You will not dare injure me."
and think of."

•
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"Ha ! think you that?" in a sneering tone. "And why,
ay, will we not dare injure you?"
"For the reason that if you should do so my men would
nt you down and wipe you out of existence."
, J "Ha, ha, ha! Wipe us out of existence, eh?"
"Yes."
Jl( "They would have to find us first, Dick Slater."
~ "They would find you, never fear."
I
.
"Bosh! They would never find us, and if you think that
.rou can get me to change my plans regarding you, or stay
y hand from infl.ic'ting injury upon you through talking
. f what your men might try to do you are mistaken."
"Indeed?"
"Yes; I have you here, a prisoner. I have you in my
ower."
"Temporarily."
. "Bah! you are where your friends could not find you in
month's search, so I rather think you are more than temtiorarily in my power."
"But what do you want of me?"
"What did you want of me when you gave chase to me?"
The youth laughed, and said, easily :
"Oh, I just wanted to make your acquaintance, that is
ll."
, "Ha, ha, ha! Well, then you succeeded admirably in
h~t you set out. to do, for you are going to make my ac11.uaintance--most th_oroughly, too, before we get through
ith each other."
"I am glad to ~ar you say that."
The man who had said his name was Ronald Royston was
ilent for a few moments, during which time he eyed the
~outh keenly through the holes in the hood.
Finally he said :
"Your name is Dick Slater?"
The youth bowed.
I "I JU· dge that you know t hat," he sa1"d quietly, "so there
,· s no need of denying it."

1,

t

!

f

~'Oh,

you're just joking," said Dick.
"I am not."
"Oh, yes, you must be."
"No; I was never more serious in my life."
The youth shook his head. He was a good actor, and
while he felt sure that the man spoke the truth, and that
he was in danger, yet he was determined that they should
not know he thought so, and simply said:
"I cannot believe it. You would not dare injure me."
_"The members of the Loyal Legion dare do anything,
Dick Slater," Royston said, almost fiercely. "If I say that
you shall die, die you shall."
"Oh, that may be; but you won't say it," said Dick, with
assumed carelessness.
"On one condition I will not."
"On one condition?"
"Yes, a_!}d one only."
"What is the condition?"
"That you take the oath of allegiance to the king, and
become a member of the Loyal Legion."
Dick surprised the hooded men by giving utterance to a
burst of ironical laughter.
"So that is the condition, is it .?" he remarked, when he
had done laughing.

"It is," in a fierce and sullen tone.
"And it is the only ~ondition on which you will spare my
life?"

"Yes. Do you consent?"
"Consent?" cried Dick, scornfully; "consent to· take the
oath of allegiance to the tyrant, King George, and henceforth take the side of the British against the brave Americans who are fighting.for liberty and-independence? Well, I
guess that I do not consent. No, a thousand times no.
Had I a hundred lives, instead of only one, I would yield
them all up before I would be a traitor to my country, and
take tl1e oath of allegiance to a titled robber such as is your
tyrant
king."
"Exactly; and as I know that you are a brave and daring
The handsome face of the youth was flushed, and in his
fellow, I have made up my mind to give you a chance for
eyes glowed a fire such as the men facing him had never
your life."
witnesssed in the eyes of any man, al).d they stared at him
The youth looked surprised, but not frightened.
in wonder. They were angered by the youth's words, how"A chance for my life?" he asked.
ever, and muttered threateningly.
"That is what I said."

"But surely my life is not in danger?').
"Let's kill the rebel, and be done with it, cap'n."
"Dick Slater," in what was intended to be a very im"Yes,; he'll never come over to our side."
ressive tone; "you have no doubt had many· adventures,
"Theer hain't no use uv wastin' enny more time on him."
ave been in many dangerous situations, but never in your
"No, let's finish him, and have it over with."
, ife have you been in as dangerous a situation as the one
Such were some of the exclamations from the men, and
Atou are in now."
Royston said in a fierce, threatening voice:
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"You had better think well before makipg a final <fecision, Dick Slater." ·
"The matter does not require an instant's thought," was
1
the prompt reply. "There can be only one .answer to such
a proposition as you have made to me. As I have already
said, if I had a hundred lives to lose instead of one, I would
give.them all before I would be a traitor to my country and
her people."
"Very well; that settles the matter then, and seals your
doom," said Royston sternly. "You shall die."
Had Dick's hands been free he would have attacked the
seven scoundrels and made a fight for bis life, but with his
arms bound he realized that it would be folly, and in the
hope that something might turn up to be to his advantage,
he decided to remain quiet and await further developments.
He d~d not think that the men would dare put him out of
the way right th~re in the room. "They will certainly take
me away to some other spot," he thought, "and while they
are doing this I may manage to escape."
But he was mistaken. The members of the Loyal Legion
were men who did not believe in putting off anything that
needed doing.
"Are you all decided regarding this matter of putting
the rebel out of the way?" asked Royston.
"Yes, yes," was the reply.
"And the decision is that he must die?"
"It is," in chorus again.
"At once?"
"At once."
"And here?"
"Here."
"In the usual manner?"
"In the usual manner."
••
The threatened youth listened to this with interest. "So
they have p11t other patriots to death, have they?" he said
to himself. "Well, I am glad that I have learned this, for
if I should be so fortunate as to make my escape, I shall
try to hunt these scoundrels do,m, and knowing that they
are really murderers, I shall have no scruples about putting
them to death."
Ronald Royston took up a hat, placed six slips of paper
in it, and said:

deadly voice, and drawing a long, wicked-looking kni;
from under his gown he advanced toward Dick, who stii
sat o:o. the table, his legs hanging down and almost reacll
ing the floor .

The youth met the gaze of the would-be executioner, an
the two stared at each other as if fascinated, though ther
was a glare in the eyes of the man with the knife that tol
the youth he need expect no mercy at the fellow's hand~
"He means to kill me," thought Dick. "I can see it ii
his eyes. And what can I do, with my arms tied, and si
more men to render the scoundrel aid if he should need i
Nothing, I fear. It looks as if my time has come."
With his eyes fixed on those of the 1rnuld-be murdercl
and every nerve strained to its utmost t ension, Dick Slate
waited for the man to strike.

..

.

CHAPTER III.
RESCUED.

Two or three steps forward and the man was ready i
strike.
He drew hack his arm, and in another instant the knij
woyld have been driven home; but Dick was not willing i
give up his life without a struggle, and as he saw the ma
was on the point of striking, he gave the fellow-a terribl
kick in the stomach, hurling him backward against the wal
whence he toppled forward to the floor. The knife ha
dropped from his hand, and he lay ther~ gasping for breatl

The other scoundrels stood there, staring in amazemen
and then exclamations of anger escaped their lips.
"He's half-killed Sam!"
"Th et wuz er turrible kick !"
"Let's finish him, cap'n."
"He's altogether too tricky."
Such were the exclamations, and then the leader of th
band cried:
"Go for him, boys. Finish him up, and have done wit

it."

"The man who draws the blank slip will be the execuThe five men drew knives and leaped forward, but DiC:
tioner, as has been the custom. Draw."
was off the table like a fl.ash, and had it between himsel
One after the other the six men drew out the slips of and his would-be murderers.
paper, and when all had drawn one hela up his hand . .
"Oh_, that won' t do you any good," cried one. "Yo1
"You are the one, eh?" exclaimed Royston. "Very good. might as well stand still and take your medicine."
Do your work, and see to it that you do· it well."
"Oh, no," said Dick. "I will fight to the last gasp."
"I'll do it well, never you fear," said the man in a fierce,
The men ran around the table, and were on-the point o
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ping upon Dick when there came a crash against the
"They'll learn downstairs that there were but the two
or.
0£ you, and will come back to wipe out all three 0£ us."
1 It shivered and shook, but held.
"Well, they'll have a hard job 0£ it, I can tell you," said
The men ·paused and stood, knives in hand, and stared Bob, grimly.
the door, and then at one another.
"That's right," coincided Sam, as he cut the rope bind"Who kin et be?" said one.
ing Dick's arms.
"Et hain't no frien's uv our'n, er they wouldn' bump
"There; that £eels better," said Dick, with satisfaction
i g'in ther door so hard," from another.
as he moved his arms about to get the blood circulating once
si.; "Open the door," called a voice . . "Open it or we'll break more. "Jove, I £eel as i£ I could thrash the whole gang
.t" down."
myself."
"Hurrah, it's my 'Liberty Boys'!" cried Dick. "Break
"Have you your weapons, Dick?" asked Sam.
a-fe door down, Bob."
"Yes; they didn't take them away from me, thank goodel Cries 0£ alarm and consternation escaped the lips 0£ the
ness."
wned men.
At this instant .the sound 0£ angry voices was heard.
"Quick!" cried Royston. "We must get out 0£ here.
"They are coming," exclaimed Sam.
ollow me."
Bob leaped forward and slammed the trap-door shut, and
He Lounded toward one corner 0£ the room, and lifting
pushed a small iron bar into place, which was calculated to
. trapdoor, hastened down a flight 0£ steps.
hold the trap-door firmly down.
} His men hesitated, looked at Dick as i£ inclined to wait
"Now we can "an three give our undivided attention to
ong enough to finish him, and then as there came another
this door," he said, indicating the one he and Sam had
,rash against tlle door, they broke for the trap-door, and
burst open.
:ollowed their leader, the fellow Dick had kicked in the
"I think we shall be able to keep the scoundrels at bay,"
omach being last; indeed it was with difficulty he was
said Dick."
ble to make his way along.
"Yes, i£ there- are only seven 0£ them," said Sam.
Presently the clatter of the fleeing man's £eet ceased, the
."Possibly they may have been joined by more of their
oise being followed by the slamming 0£ a door, and Dick
gang,"
said Dick.
nderstood that they had made their escape.
"We'll soon know," said Bob. "They are coming up the
"Hurry and break the door down, Bob," Dick called out,
nci then, crash, and the door flew off the hinges, and Bob stairs."
Soon the footsteps were heard coming along the ball, and
stabrook and Sam Sanderson, two 0£ the "Liberty Boys"
from the sound the youths judged that _there must be at
airly fell into the room.
"Where are the scoundrels, Dick?" cried Bob, looking least a dozen of the scoundrels.
round the room, his hand on his pistol.
"Well, we can make it extremely lively for a dozen," said
"They escaped down that stairway, yonder, Bob."
said Bob, grimly. "We have four pistols apiece, and that
"They did, eh ?" and he ran over and looked down the is twelve shots."
tairway.
"Yes, and after that we have our lmives," said Sam.
"Yes; say, Sam, where are the rest 0£ the boys?"
At this instant the trampling ceased.
"Bob and I are all that are here."
"Hello, in there," called out a voice, which Dick recog"Just you two ?"
nized as belo.nging to Ronald R.oyston.
"Yes."
"Hello, yourself," replied Dick.
"And there were seven 0£ the scoundrels in here. It's
"Will you surrender?"
ucky they didn't know there were but two 0£ you."
"Will we surrender, you a~k?"
•
"I guess you are right, Dick."
·
"Yes."
"Indeed I am; and now, Sam, cut the rope that binds my
"Most assuredly we will not."
rms, so I may be able to defend myself to some advantage
"Not by a jug£ull," cried Bob.
£ the scoundrels come back."
"But there are only three of you."
"Do you think they'll come back, Dick?" asked Bob.
"We know that," said Dick.
"I shouldn't wonder."
"While there are a dozen 0£ us."
"What makes you think so?"
"We would not care i£ there were two dozen 0£ you.",
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"The more there are of you the more certain we are
of being able to kill every time we fire a shot," from Bob.
"Let me tell you something," ssaid Royston.
"Go ahead," said Dick.
"I will. If you fellows kil! or wound one of my men you
will never leave this building alive."
"We will not leave the b...Ulding alive, anyway, if you
can prevent it."
"Well, I can prevent it."
"You think you can."
"There is no doubt regarding the matter."
"In my mind there is."
"Bah! what can three men do against a dozen?"
"We can kill the entire dozen."
"Bosh!"
"There is no 'bosh' about it."
"Bah! If we were a mind to rush in upon you, we could
overwhelm you before you could fire more than one shot."
"If you think so, just rush in and find out," retorted
Dick.
"I guess you don't know who we are, do you?" called out
Bob. "Each of us three fellows bas two pistols out and leveled, ready for use. We are dead shots with either right or
left hand, and we will agree to drop six"of you, at least,
and then give the other six a lively fight."
"See here; you fellows had better be reasonable," said the
leader of the gang.
"We are the most reasonable fellows in the world," said
Dick quietly.
"That's right," said Bob.
"You had better surrender." ·
"Oh, no; it is ·you who are unreasonable when you ask
that, Ronald Royston."
"You are a fool for saying that."
"Thanks."
"I ask you to surrender in order to save your lives."
"And your own."
"Bab.! we are not afraid of losing our lives."
"Then come ahead and take us prisoners."
"That is just what we will do i.f you don't surrender."
"And if we were to surrender, you would murder us in
cold blood, a's you were on the point of doing in my case
a little while ago."
"No; I give you my word that we will do nothing of the
kind."
"Bah! what is your word worth?" cried Dick in scorn.
a:My word is good. When I say I will do a thing I will
do it."

•

"I would not believe you under any circumstances, Ro1
'
ald Royston."
€
"Then you won't surrender?"
"To such a fiend? Never! We are in a position no
to offer a good fight for our lives, and we intend to
that very thing. You may be able to get the better of
in the end, but if we die we will send the majority of yo1
l
men to the other world ahead of us."
The youths heard the man give utterance to a mutter<
curse, and then the murmur of voices was heard. 'Il
.]
scoundtels were talking the matter over.
Presently the murmuring sound ceased, and Dick calll
out:
"Well, have you decided to go away and let us lea·
'
\
this place unmolested?"
"No,'' was the reply. "We have.not made up our minds
do anything of the kind."
"What are you going to do?"
"We are going to make you wish you had surrender
peaceably."
"All right; go ahead and do it."
Then Dick said to his two comrades :
"Be ready, boys, and if the scoundrels make a rush, Id
as many as you can."
"We will, Dick," said Bob.
"Don't waste a bullet !"
"We won't."
Royston and his men, standing out in the ha11, looked
one another dubiously.
They did not like the way the youths talked.
They were well aware that the three were members oft
company of youths known as "The Liberty Boys of '76,
and they were also· well aware of the fact that the "Libe
Boys" were not afraid of anything.
They realized only too well that if the youths said th
would shoot to kill they would do it, and they had oft
heard it stated that the "Liberty Boys" were dead shots.
There was good reason, then, for their looking at
another dubiously and questioningly.
They had no desire to die. They wished to liv~. The
were eager to get at the youths, eager to take the lives o
the "Liberty Boys," but they felt that in accomplish.in,
this they would lose a number of their own men-and m
one of them felt like yielding up his life.
·
So they stood there, hesitating;.
"Make a sudden rush, men, and overwhelm the tbro.
saucy rebels," said Royston.
"You lead the rush, cap'n,'' said one of the men.
will follow."
.

o
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"But I am your captain," he said. "My life is of more
..o lue t'o the-Cause than are yours. So go· ahead, men."
"Your life may be worth more to the cause," retorted
e of the men; "but your life isn't wor~h more to you than
ne is to me, and I'm not going to rush in there to almost
1
ain death unless our captain is willing to take the lead,
. ich is the place for him to be if he is going to be leader."
) "That's the way to talk," cried Bob. "Say, you, whQever
u are, have some sense. I think you are out of your place
being with such a gang. Draw out and be a man."
,~Just then a man came running up the front stairs and
lid excitedly:
"Captain, there's a big gang of men coming, and I think
ey are the 'Liberty Boys"'
.v "Hurrah!" cried Bob Estabrook. "The boys are comg, Dick, and we are not only saved, but we'll kill or capre this gang of Tories or whatever they are."
The next instant the sound of trampling feet was heard,
d the three realized that the gang of scoundrels was hasJning back along the hall, toward the front oi the building.
"They are getting out of this as fast as they know how,"
ied Bob. "Let's accelerate their movements by giving
•
em a few shots, Dick."
"All right; but shoot low, boys," replied Dick.
The three leaped out in the hallway, and fited six shots
to the crowd of fleeing loyalists. They aimed low, and
.
ile they wounded three or four of the scoundrels, none
re killed. Indeed, none were seriously wounded, though
judge by the howls of pain to which they gave utt~rance
e might have thought so.
Down the stairs they dashed, and out into the street, then
ound the corner of the building, and away toward the
· ver front where they felt cdnfident they could find secure
.: ding-places.
The three "Liberty Boys" emerged from the building
: on afterward, but did not try to pursue the fleeing scounels.
"Let them go," said Dick. "I think we have given them
scare that will do them some good."
A few moments later the party of "Liberty Boys" to the
umber of twenty at least, arrived at the spot.

-
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Dick explained all in a few words, and then gave the
order to return to their quarters .
There was a great crowd of people in the street, and
many of the spectators were rath.e r rough-looking characters, but no m~ve was made to interfere with the "Liberty Boys." The crowd seemed to be there merely out of
curiosity .
The "Liberty Boys" returned to their quarters, and then
Dick hunted up Colonel Campbell and told him that General Lincoln wished to see him at headquarters.
The colonel set out for headquarters at once, and General
Lincoln told him what he wished done.
The colonel was delighted, and said he would start for
Beaufort the first thing in the morning.
After a talk of half an hour, he saluted and withdrew,
and at once began making preparations for the work he
was to attempt..
Next morning the patriot force, consisting of six hundred
infantry, and the one hundred "Liberty Boys" on horseback, set out.
It was about fifty mil.es to Beaufort, and Colonel Campbell figured on reaching the vicinity of the town in two
days, and perhaps appear before it on the forenoon of the
third day if he thought it advisable.
The "Liberty Boys," being mounted, kept well in advaifce of the main force, and by dividing up info two or
three parties, was enabled to do thorough scouting work,
and make it impossible for the British to take the patriots
by surprise.

No redcoats were encountered, however, and on the evening of the second day from Charleston the patriot force
went into camp within five miles of Beaufort.
Colonel Campbell called Dick into his tent, and they had
a talk regarding what it was best to do.
"I don't wish to go at this thing blindly," said the colonel, "and so I think I will ask you to do some sco~ting and
spying work for me, Dick. Will you do it?"
"Certainly, colonel," replied Dick. "I shall be glad to
do it. So far as that is concerned you have only to order, and I would have to obey, as you are in command."
"I know, but I know that you have had practically as
much experience as I have had, Dick, and I feel that it
is best to do what we both decide is best."

"Well, I think that will be the best and safest thing to
do, colonel. We must not go it blind, as you say. It will
"Hello! What's the trouble here, anyway?" asked Mark be better to know just what we are about."
orrison, who was the leader of the party of "Liberty
"Then you will go and spy on the British in Beaufort?"
"Yes; ·I will set out at once."
THE LOYAL LEGION'S HEADQUARTERS.
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gain information that would be of great benefit to the F'
lC
of Liberty."
Dick was a daring youth, and he quickly decided tP
this. He would let. these men think he was what they a
posed hiin to be, and try to s_ecure some information. \E
So he made a motion with his hand a; nearly like 11
made by the man as he could imitate it, and said:
'l
"You were expecting me, then?"
"Yes, most worthy chief; and we were sent to await·
coming and conduct you to the great headquarters cam ']
"How £ar is it from here?" Dick asked.
ri
The man looked slightly surprised, as if he could nof
why such· a question should be asked, but replied :
"One mile, most worthy chief."
"Through the timber?"
"Yes."
"Will I be able to ride, or must I get off and walk." ~
do," he agreed.
"There is a path, most worthy chief, and you will'
Dick mounted his horse and rode away. It.was riot yet
'
dark, and he thought that he would be able to reach the vi- have to walk;'
cinity of Beaufort by dark.
"Very good. Lead on, and I will follow."
The youth haa ridden about three miles, as nearly as be
The spokesman took the lead, entering the timber ne
could judge, when as he was riding along throug! heavy hand, and the others followed in single file, and then
timber a dozen.men stepped out
in the roadI in front of him. rode after them.
.
Of course he came to a stop, for he did not know what . "I may be doing a foolish thing," mused Dick, as he~
might be the result ij he attempted to ride onward.
, .along, "but I could not bring myself to the point of 101
"Well, you have arrived on time_, I see;" remarked "one, such a splendid chance to learn more about the L(iyal
.
gion. I am beginning to think that it is a large organ
who seemed to be the kader of the party.
I
"Yes," said Dick. He did not know what to think, but tion, and that i.here is a chance that it may prove c
felt that it might be as well to let matters shape themselves gerous to the patriots of South Carolina. I would lik
j
learn how m:my members it has, how they are distribu
for a little while at least.
"We hail you, most worthy chief," the man said, making what their aims are, and all about it. I know, from "
a motion with his hand.
Royston told me, that the iuembers are loyalists, anc
"Now what does that mean?" Dick asked, himself. "Why sympathy with the king, but it may be that they int
does he address me as 'most worthy chief'? I seem to have making some secret move against the patriots of this l
stumbled upon a mystery of some kind." Then the thought of the South, and if so, and I can learn what they int
c'.lme to •him that the men were members of some kind of a doing, :md when they intend doing it, then I may be ab],
secret organization, that they had moreover mistaken him checkmate them, and spoil their plans."
for their chief, and the chances were that he was. in for
Thus Dick reasoned, and he finally decided that, whilE
trouble.
was taking great risks in venturing alone into the stro
"What can they be?" the youth asked himself·; and hold of the Loyal Legion, still it was likely that it wo
then like a flash he remembered his experience wit~ Ronald turn out that the risk had been worth taking.
Royston and his gang in the house in Charleston. Royston
"So long as I can fool them into thinking I am ti
'most
worthy chief,' I will be all rigli't," thought D
had said that they were members of an organization h.'1lown
as the Loyal Legion, and the suspicion entered the youth's "That proves that the organization is widespread-the
mind that this might be ano~her Loyal Legion party.
that they do not know their head chief by sight, I mean,
"In that case," said Dick to hi:tnself, "they must think it may be that they are just getting ready to go to work:
me Ronald Royston, for he said he was the chief of the carry out the purposes for which they have organized.
Loyai Legion. Jove, I have a mind to follow this thing that case I will learn much that may be of value to
up, and see what comes of it. It ~ight be that I could patriot cause."

"Very wlll. But be careful, Dick. Don't let them capture you."
"I will be very careful, colonel."
The youth went back to where the "Liberty Boys" were,
and told them that he was going on a sc<futing and spying
expedition.
"Let me go along with you, Dick," said Bob.
. · But Dick shook his head.
"No, I think I will be able lo do better alone, Bob," he
said: "I am not going to fight, but to slip around, slyly,
and spy on the enemy."
"I know. But supposing the enemy sees you, and goes
for you? Then you will have to fight, won't you ·?"
"Well, if I am cornered I will fight, of course, but I
think that the best thing to do will be to run."
Bob laughed. "I guess that would be the best thing to

r
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ick was so intensely patriotic that he never thought of
The man led the horse

a short distance to one side, and
i t ng into consideration danger to himself, where there then all the men surrounded Dick, and greeted him by the
ey anything that could be gained by risking himself, and name of "Most worthy chief."
e had no thought of drawing back, now that he had
"How is everything up at Charleston?" asKed one man,
l.
me convinced that benefit might result from following who, Dick judged, was an under officer 'of the organization.

~

•e , :::,:!~ed

-

"Everything is as well as can be the case when the rebels
et a fefr pace, and fifteen minutee lat" have control," Dick replied .
.· emerged from. among the trees, into a ·natural am"And how is the work on the tunnel progressing?" the
. theatre of several acres extent. It was a basin, in fact, same man asked.
OIJ
' ounded by hills of considerable height-or almost surOf course Dick did not know what tunnel the fellow had
.o nded, ralher, the side from which they had entered being reference
to, but he replied, promptly enough :
one side on which there was no hill.
"It is progressing slowly, but steadily."
t the farther side of the basin, with the backs built
"And how soon, do you think, will they reach a point
ht close up against the side of the hill were three good1
underneath the rebel headquarters?"
d cabins. The cabins were built of logs, of course, and
The youth began to have a glimmering of light on the
k's keen eyes made oote of the fact that they were almost
subject of the tunnel. Members of the Loyal Legion were
engaged in digging a tunnel under the building occupied by
'They have be.en recently built," he told himself, "and I
General Lincoln as headquarters.
re than half believe that they are intended as more or
"Now what is their object in that?" Dick asked himself.
a/s permanent abiding places for the members of the Loyal
He thought it likely that by continuing the conversation
I'<YiOn."
he would be c1ble to learn this.
; n front of the cabins, seated on rude benches, were at
"I think they will. reach a point under the rebel head, st fi'fty men, and they were i.n the main rough-looking
quarters
in about four days more,"· he said. Of course he
ows. As the party approached, with Dick following
se behind, these men arose, and made a peculiar gesture knew nothing about it, but he realized that neither did his
hearers, so they would not know but what be was speaking
'. h the right hand.
1;i
he members of the party escorting Dick made the same of what he knew to be the truth.
• ture in return, and the youth was shrewd enough to do
"Four days ? Ila, ha, ha! and then in goes the powder,
1
same. "1'11 have to keep my eyes wide open," he told off goes the explosion and up into the air will go the rebel
self. "So far the signs of the organization seem to have general '!md all the other officers ' who have rooms iU: t~
; en simple enough, but it may b~ that fhey have some tha~ building. It is a glorious plan. There is a surprise in store
· t o be seen, m
· wh'ic h case I am 1ikely to get for our enemies."
e not so p lam
to trouble through failing to recognize said signs and
"Yes, indeed," acquiesced Dick.
ke return."
To himself he said: "Jove, I'm mighty glad I decided to
When they had reached the place whete the fifty men come here. If I had not done so there is little doubt but that
od, the members of Dick's party stopped, and he brought the plot to blow the patriot headquarters building up and
s horse to a stop, and leaped to the ground.
kill thA general and his officers would have succeeded. Now
"I will attend to your horse, most worthy chief," said one thanks to this information which I have secured, it is posthe men.
sible that I shall be able to defeat their plans."
"Just lead him out to one side a little ways, and let him
The youth decided that he would send one of his "Libnd," said Dick.
erty Boys" back to Charleston, pt>st-haste, to carry .the news
"But you want. that he shall be unbridled and unsaddled, of the infamous plan to General Lincoln.
you not, sir?" the man asked in surprise.
"The result will be that we will nip their plan in the
"No," Dick made ready reply. "I have some business bud," he told himself, "and likely they will be able
to
.th the commander of the British force at Beaufort, and effect the capture of a number of the members
of the toyal
'll ride on after a short stop · here."
Legion."
"Ab, you have some information for the British com"Now, most worthy chief, we shall be glad to hear what
ander ?"
you have to tell us," said the man. "We have long waited
"Yes."
for this moment with eagerness and longing, and we shall
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be glad to hear the plans which have been formed by the
Inner Council, of which you are the High Chief."
Dick felt that now he was getting into a tight place. He
was treading on dangerous ground, for he knew nothing
about the purposes and aims of the Loyal Legion, save what
he had learned from the words of Ronald Royston and what
he had picked up in the past few minutes, since coming to

gesture with both hands, and the men fell bac]\ as if struck
in the face by strong blows.
The "Liberty Boy" realized that his plan for "having
Royston made a prisoner by his own men had failed, and
he realized that if he wished to save his own life he would
have to act quickly. Indeed, he doubted his ability to make
his escape, b,;it he was ready to make the attempt.

this place.
He stood looking at the faces in front of him in rather a
doubtful manner, and was hesitating and wondering what
he should say when he-and all the men present as well-;
was startled by hearing a cool, calm, but sharp and sarcasti~ voice say:
"Very bold and daring of you, Dick Slater. Very daring
indeed, and you are playing a bold game, but you forgot to
take your humble servant into consideration, and the result
is that you are very neatly trapped. Dick Slater, you

He suddenly whirled and made a leap to get through the

line of men surrounding him, but Royston was watching
him, in expectation that he would make some such move,
and called out quickly:

"Seize him, men. He is Dick Slater, the rebel. Don't
let him get away."
Half a dozen st~ong hands seized Dick, and although he
made a strong fight for his freedom, it was impossible that
he should get away, and soon he was standing there, a prisoner, his hands bound together behind his back.

will never leave this spot alive."

Then Royston leaped to the ground and confronted Diclr.
The youth looked around quickly, and saw, seated on the
There was a look of fiendish joy, of triumph, on his face.
"Well, we meet again, Dick Slater," he almost hissed.
ha.ck of his horse, just o~tside the circle of men, the one
man of all men whom he least wished to see at that time"So it seems," was Dick's cool reply.
the real chief of the Loyal Legion, Ronald Royston.
"The other time you made your escape."
"Yes, so I did."
"This time it will be different."
•
There was as much meaning in the fellow's tone and
looks as in the words, and it was plain that he did not inCHAPTER V.
tend that the youth should escape this time.
"Oh, you think I win not make my escape this time?" reI-N GREAT DANGER.
marked Dick: quietly.

.Dick realized that he was in a tight place, but he was one

"I know you wiU not."
"Oh, you know it?"
who never gave up till he was forced to do so.
"Yes; and now, what was you r purpose in coming here
He was quick-witted, and it seemed an impossibility to
and passing yourself off for me?"
take him sufficiently by surprise so as to make him show dis"Oh, I had no particular purpose," was the careless recomfiture.
In foe present case he acted in a most unexpected man- ply. "I simply did it for the excitement of the thing."
ner=--unexpected to Ronald Royston, at least.

"Bah! you cannot deceive .me."
"No?"
The men who were surrounding Dick stared at the newcomer in silent amazement and wonder, and seeme.d dazed · "No."
by his sudden appearance and words.
"I am not trying to do so." ·.1
Taking advantage of th
amazement and wonder, Dick
"I know better; your reason for coming here and repre&uddenly called out: "Seize him, men. Seize the scoun- senting yourself to be me was that you might learn thE
drel. He is a rebel, and indeed I think be is the arch rebel secrets of the Loyal Legion."
whose name he mentioned-Dick Slater! Seize him.
Don't let him get away."
This aroused the members of the Loyal Legion, and a
numbe.r of them leaped forward, and laid bands upon the
newcomer. They did not pull him off his horse, however,
for be suddenly uttered some peculiar words and made ·a

I

"Indeed?"
"Yes. And now, I wish to know what you have learned?'·
"Nothing."
"Nothing~ you say?"
"Nothing."
Royeton looked around at the men, and said:
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"'rhat is where you are mistaken:"
"Is that true ? Had you talked of no secrets of the
"Your 'Liberty Boys' came with you?"
order before I put in an appearance?"
"Yes."
"We bad been talking of the tunnel under the rebel head"Good! Then we will put you to death and hunt them
quarters in. Charleston," said the man who had done most
of the talking to Dick before Royston put in an appear- up, and kill half their number."
ance.
"Ah, you had been talking · about that, eh?"

"Yes."
Royston turned a triumphant face toward Dick.
"So you had learned something, eh°?" he remarked.
"Well, it will do you no good."
"Is that so?"
"Yes. You will never carry the information you have
secured aw_ay from this spot."
"You think not?"
"I know it."
"Why will I not?"
"Why?"
"Yes."
"Because you will never leave this spot alive."
The tone was vicious, the look on the man's face tri-

• To Royston's surprise Dick laughed aloud.
"You need not think you can do anything of that kind,"
he said.
"Why not?"
"Because you cannot hope to succeed."
"We can't hepe to succeed, you say?"
"That is just what I say."
"What is to hinder us from succeeding?" "The 'Liberty Boys.' "
i' Oh, they will hinder us, eh?"
''. They will."

•

"If they can."
"Ob, there is no doubt regarding their ability to do so."
"That is what you say."

"It is the t:r1\ih, too."
"We will see about that later."
umphant.
"You will find that I have told you the trui:tl. "
"Ob, come, now, Ronald Royston," said Dick, calmly.
"Perhaps so; perhaps not."
"You. will not dare put me to death."
"There is no 'perhaps' about it. Not only will you not
"You think not?" with a sneering smile. '
find the 'Liberty Boys' and take them by surprise, but on
"That is what I think."
the other hand they will surprise you."
"Wnat makes you thlnk so?"
"We'll risk that," said Royston.
"It is very simple. If you were to put me out of the
"Very well."
way my 'Liberty Boys' would come down on you and put
"Now the first thing to <lo is to decide what shall be
every one of you to death."
done with you."
"Oh, they would, eh?"
Royston looked around him, upon the faces of the men.
"They would."
"They would have to find our hiding-place first, would They bad been listening to the conversation between their
chief and the "Li berty Boy" with interest, and now they
they not?"
eyed their chief eagerly1and expectantly.
"Oh, they would have no difficulty in doing that."
"Men," said Royston, in a loud, impressive voice; "this
"They would not?"
fellow whom we have a prisoner here among us is
young
"Not a bit, as you will find if you attempt to put your
Dick Slater, the noted rebel scout, spy, and captain of the
threat into effect."
Royston looked searchingly at Dick. It was evident that 'Liberty Boys.' He has been caught among us, trying to
he hardly knew what to think of the youth's statement. His learn the secrets of our organization, with the purpose of
experience with him in Charleston had taught him that going and making use of said information to our dif:ladvanDick Slater was no common youth, and that when he said a tage ; now what shall be his punishment?"
"Death!" came in chorus from the lips of the men.
thing it would be well to give his words due consideration.
Royston looked triumphantly at Dick.
"Where are your 'Liberty Boys' ?" be asked.
"You hear ?" he said.
out."
find
"That is for you to
"I am not deaf," was the calm reply.
"I don't believe they are anywhere near here."
"The men say that you must be put to death."
"You do not?"
"I beard them so express themselves.'' Dick's tone and
"No; I believe that they are in Charleston, and that you
were perfectly cool and calm.
bearing
are down here alone, on a spying expedition."

•
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"Very well, men," said Royston. ''And now, in what
manner shall the prisoner be put to death?"
"Shoot him !" came in a chorus.
"Hang him!" in another chorus.
" As there seems to be a difference of opinion- regarding
how it should be dorie," said Dick calmly, "I would suggest that you do neither, but release me and permit me to
go my way." ,
"You are a cool one," said Royston, "but your bravery
and coolness will avail you nothing."
"I am sure of it. This time you are not ,going to escape
t he fate which is in store for you."
"Let me tell you something, Ronald Royston," said
Dick.
"Well?" impatiently.
. "If you knew the fate that awaits you and your men, if
:you put roe to death, you would do anything else rather

This was quickly done.
"Now throw the other end of the rope over that limb,"
pointing to the limb of a large tree which stood near.The men seized Dick, hustled him over to ·a place underneath the limb in question, and the end of the rope was
thrown over it. A dozen strong hands seized hold of the
rope and drew it taut.
The entire crowd crowded around, so as to be where
they could get a good view of the affair.
Royston, as master of ceremonies, stood right in front of
Dick.
"Well," he said, gazing triumphantly in the eyes of the

!

"Liberty Boy," "what do you think about this matter
now?"
"I have already told you what I think," was the firm, undaunted reply. "If you go ahead with this affair, and pvt
me to death you will very soon be made to feel sorry that

you did so."
than do it."
"Ha, ha, ha! I am not at all alarmed, Dick Slater."
"Bab! we are not boys, to be intimidated by threats."
"You would be betteli' off if you were."
"Perhaps not; bu t that does not do away with the fact
"Bah! that will do . You need not bofl'r to make any that if you murder me it will mean the utter exterminamore such statements. They have no more effect tha11 water: tion of your entire gang."
"Murder you?"
.has on a duck's back."
"I wish to give you fair warning."
"Yes."
"Thank you," ironically. "You have done your full · "We do not' eall it by that name."
"That is what it will be, however."
duty, Dick Slater, so you need not worry."
"Not at all. You are a rebel, a traitor to your king, and
Then he turned his attention to his men. "You seem

.

~6 be divided on the matter of the manner in which the we shall be doing only our duty to our king in putting you
prisoner' shall be put to death," he said, "so .I will put it to death."
fo a vote.

All in favor of shooting the prisoner, raise their

bands."
Quite a number did so.
:Royston counted the hands, and then said:
''Very good. Now all that are in favor of hanging the
:Prisoner will raise their hands:"
The others r aised their hands, and when Royston had
.counted the hands he said:
"There are more in favor of the hanging than there are
~n favor of the shooting, so we will hang the prisoner."
"Good! Good !" went up from the men, who seemed de1}ighted by the prospect of taking the life of a fellow man.
"Well, there is no need of delaying longer," said Royliton; "here is the prisoner, there is a tree, and all we need
is a rope and some willing hands to pull on it."
"Here's a rope," cried a voice, and one of the men, who
had just come forth from one of the capins, held up a
rope.
"Good ! Rig a noose and put it around the prisoner'~
_peck!"

'

"Bah! It will be murder, nothing less. lam not a traitor to the king, for the Feason that I deny that he has ever
had any authority over me. I claim that I am a free and
independent man, and that I am only doing my duty, and
exercising my right in fighting against him. He is a tyrant, and has no right to try to rule over we people of
America."
"Such talk as that is mere folly," said Royston. "The
king has a righf to rule ov~r you, ,and all Americans, and 1
he is going to keep on doing so, too, just ns long as he lives,
and when he dies, the next king of England will do the
same."
"You are mistaken," said Dick, calmly and decidedly.
"The king of England will never again rule the people of
America. They will never agree to it, will never yield.
Remember the words of Patrick Henry: 'Give me liberty or,
give me death!' Those words find an echo in the heart of 1
every true patriot in America, and the soldiers are willing
to keep right on fighting till they die, rather than give up
and allow the yoke to be replaced on their necks!"

1
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"Very pretty talk," sneered Royston; "bu_t there is nothing of truth in it. Before another year shall have passed
the war will be ended and King George's word will be law in
America."
"King George's word-or that of any other king-will
never again be the law for the people of America, Ronald
Royston," said Dick in a ringing voice. - "The people of
America are going to be free and independent."
ww ell, you will not live to see it, at any rate," cried the
scoundrel :fiercely. "Up with the rebei, men. We'll put an
end to him as a starter, at any rate."
rrhe men who had hold of the rope pulled down in obedience to the command, and slowly but surely the brave
. "Liberty Boy" was drawn up into the air.

"I think so myself."
"Then let's go."
Bob was silent for a few minutes, and then said, firmly:.
"All right; we'll go ·after Dick, Mark."
"Just you and I?"
"No; I shall take about twenty of the boys. Something
tells me that we may need them."
"All right."
Bob quickly selected twenty of the youths, and told them
to get ready for the road, and they hastened to obey the
order. They had expected that they would remain quietly
in camp, but were glad that they were not to do so. The.
"Liberty Boys" were always ready to go on the road ..
Action suited them. To sit around in camp was what theydetested above all things, and all would have_been glad
to go with Bob. He felt that he would hardly be justified
in taking all the "Liberty Boys" out on the road, however,
,,. CHAPTER VI.
and contented himself with taking twenty.
The youths were soon mounted, and then they rode away,
A FORTuNATE }IOVE.
toward the south, following in the wake of Dick Slater, who.
had no suspicion that such a move was being made.
Bob Estabrook had a sober fit for a few minutes after
They did not ride very rapidly, as they knew where Dick
Dick Slater left the encampment to go on the spying expe- was going, and did not need to keep him in sight.
dition to Beaufort.
When they had ridden about two miles and a half, they
"It seems to me just as if Dick was going into some ter- ! came to a stop on the top of a high hiM, and dismounting,
rible danger," he said to Mark Morrison, presently, _a nd led their horses i~to the timber at the side of the road.
that youth, who well knew that Bob was as a general thihg Then Bob climbed into tbe top of a tree and looked ahead
noted for looking on the bright side of everything, was up the road.
surprised and not a little impressed.
The road stretched away, straight as a string, as far as.
"That is strange,'' he said. "You don' t often have such Bob could see, but nowhere was Dick to be seen.
spells, Bob."
The youth did not know what to think.
"You are right, ~Iark. I have seen Dick start on spy"Jove, he ought to be in sight," he said to himself. "Ha
ing expeditions scGres of times, I judge, but I never before had only a few minutes start of us, and ought not to be.
had such a feeling as has come over me since he disap- more than a mile ahead. Where can he have gone?"
·peared. It seems to me just as if he was in some great danBob's fears were aroused at once. The old feeling or
ger."
fear iihat some terrible danger threatened his comrade re"Why not follow him ?" said Mark, hesitatingly. "Do turned to him with redoubled force.
you suppose he would be very angry?"
"Oh, no; he wouldn't be angry, at all; but I hate to disobey orders. He told us to stay here in the encampment
till he came back."
"I know he did; and under ordinary circumstances we
would not think of doing otheri:han he told us to do; but it
seems to me as if this is not an ordinary occasion."
"Well, if my feelings are to be relied on, it isn't," was
the sGber reply. "Jove, I feel as blue as a bag of indigo."
"Let's follow Dick, Bob," said Mark.
"I have a good mind to. "
"I think we will be justified in doing so."

"He must have turned aside," thought Bob; "but why
did he do so? He was headed for Beaufort, I know, with
the intention of spying on the British, and he would not
turn aside unless for some very important reason. Now,
what would cause him to do so?"
After thinking the matter over, Bob came to the conclusion that the probabilities were that Dick had .not turned
aside of his own free will.
"He has gotten into trouble. I am sure of it,'' he told
himself. "Possibly he has been captured."
This thought was very disquieting, and Bob climbed down
out of the tree in haste.
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" I can't see anything of Dick in the road ahead of us," j Royston, at any rate, and see what comes of it. We don't
he told Mark Morrison.
I know what has become of Dick, and might as well do that
The "Liberty Boys" stared at Bob in amazement.
as anything else."
"How far ahead can you see_?" a~ked Mark.
I "True enough; and perhaps in so doiug we may be en" Oh, two miles, at least."
I abled to again get track of Dick."
"He couldn't be that far ahead of us,'' said one.
"I hope so."
" No," said Mark. "He must have turned aside someThe youths watched Royston till he was out of sight down
where."
the road. hidden by intervening rocks, boulders, and bushes,
"But where?" said Sam Sanderson.
and then they mounted their horses and rode slowly after
"Yes, and why?" said Bob; significantly.
him.
The youths looked at one another with cqnsternation
They were afraid he might discover that he was being
written on their faces. They understood what Bob meant. followed, and moved very cautiously.
"You mean--" Mark paused and hesitated.
Presently they came to a point where they could not
"I mean that I do not believe Dick turned aside of his advance farther without being out in plain view, if Royston
own free will," said Bob decidedly.
should look back, and they halted, scarcely knowing what to
"You think he has beell.- -"
do·. While they were talking the matter over one of the
"Captured!" finished Bob.
youths, who had kept his eyes on the horseman, exclaimed :
"By redcoats?" asked Sam.
"He has turned aside, and entered the timber."
"l>erhaps; or possibly by a band of Tories. '~
"Good enough," exclaimed Bob. "Come on, boys. We
"What shall we do?'? asked :Mark.
will be able to follow him without being in danger of being
Before Bob could reply, one of the youths said "Sh! I discovered."
hear the sound ·of hoof-beats!"
They rode onward, up the road, and when they neared
All listened, and heard the sound quite.plainly.
the spot where they had seen Royston enter the timber they
A horseman was approaching, without doubt, but they looked closely, and discovered a path which gave evidence
realized that it could hardly be Dick, for he was ap- of having been used quite a good deaI:
proaching from the northward.
"Single file, now, boys," said Bob; "and be on. your
. The youths took up their station behind trees, and waited guard and ready foi· anything."
for the newcomer to put in an appearance.
Bob took the lead, and the others followed, one after
Presently a horseman appeared in sight, and soon was another, in single file.
opposite them, and to Bob's surprise, the man was no other
Bob kept a sharp lookout ahead, but did not catch sight
than Ronald Royston.
of Royston. This was scarcely to be expected, anyway, how" That's the scoundrel that had Dick cooped up in the ever, for the path wound in and out in such a manner as to
.
.
old house in Charleston," the youth said to himself. "Now, make anyone invisible if a hundred yards in advance ..
what can he be doing down here?"
Fiften minutes of this, and then Bob brought his horse
Bob's first impulse was to have his men leap out and to a standstill suddenly, while he murmured an exclamation
seize the scoundrel, and make a prisoner of him, but on under his breath.
second thought he decided to let Royston go on, ana""•then
He had come within an ace of riding right out into the
follow him. There was scarcely any formulated suspicion open basin, at the farther side of which was the party of
in Bob's mind, but somehow it seemed to him that this was Tories who called themselves members of the Loy:rl Let he thing to do, and he obeyed the impulse blindly. .
gion.
Royston passed the hiding-place of the "Liberty Boys,"
Bob motioned for his comrades to stop, which they did,
and rode onward all unconscious of the fact that he had and then he dismounted, the others doing likewise.
been within a few yards of a party made up of enemies.
They tied their horses apd stole forward and took up
"Why didn't you capture him, Bob?" asked Mark.
their position near where Bob stood.
" I hardly know, myself, Mark," was the reply. "Some"Look!" whispered Bob to Mark, pointing. "See, there
thing seemed to tell me to let him go, and then follow him, is Dick in the midst of that crowd, and he is a prisoner."
and that is what we will do."
" You are right," said Mark. ":Jove, it was lucky we iol" Y ou think that he may lead us to--"
lowed him, wasn't it."
"I hardly know what to think, Mark. We will follow
" Yes, indeed. Those are heartless rascals, capable of
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ing anything, and if they should take it into their heads
!rill Dick they would not hesitate to do it."
"I guess you are right; and that fellow, Royston, seems
be the chief scoundrel of the gang, doesn't he."
"Yes; and now, we must make our plans for getting Dick
ut of their hands, Mark. You notice that they outnumber us nearly, if not quite, three to one, and we must make
, a surprise count for enough to counterbalance this."

" I think we can do it, Bob."
" I guess so; tell the boys to get. ready. We will have to
do something pretty quickly, for, see-they are going t o
hang Dick."
T he "Liberty Boys" were busy getting ready for the a~
tack which they were determined to make on the Tories,
and while making their preparations they kept tlreir eyes
on the crowd in front of the cabins at the farther side of
the open space.
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Id go, and Dick bad been let drop back to the earth. H e
lost bis footing and fell, and although not injured, he lay
still, so as to give the "Liberty Boys" a better chance to
fire on the enemy without being in any danger of hitting
him.
Although amazed that the "Liberty Boys" should be on
hand, Dick knew that was who the newcomers were, without even taking the trouble to look. There was no mistaking their cheering voices.

Of a sudden the. Tories recovered the use of their faculties, and made a dash for the cabins, into which they darted
with the speed and celerity of rats going into .their holes.
1'he "Liberty Boys" had drawn more pistols, and fired
two more volleys in quick succession, and although they did
not do so much damage, they did enough to make it worth
while.

Bob, however, had leaped to Dick's side and cut the rope
They saw th<' Tori<'s lead Dick to a place under the tree, binding his arms. "Come," he cried. "We must get away
saw them place a rope around his neck, throw the other before those scoundrels have time t~ fir.e upon us from the
end over a limb, and pull do~ on it till the rope was taut. shelter of the cabins."
Bob looked at bis comrades, saw that they were all
Bob and Dick bounded away toward the edge of the
ready, and then he ~ aid to Mark :
timber, the other "Liberty Boys" following, and as he went
"We will wait till Royston gives the order for the men ' Dick gave utterance to a shrill tremulom whistle and his
I
'
to pull Dick up, and the;n we will rush forth . You see, they ; horse came galloping after him.'
will all have their eyes fixed on Dick, and will not be lookJ us
· t as ti1eY reac hec1 tl·1e ec1 ge of th e t im
· ber the T ones
·
ing for our appearance, and we will be abl ~ to get close up
fired. a volley, and some. of the bullets inflicted wounds,
to them before they know we are coming. Then two quick,
but fortunately none of the wounds were dangerous, and
sharp pistol-voll eys ought to scatter them."
the youths succeeded in mounting and getting out of sight
"I think so, Bob."
amid the trees before a second volley could be fired.
Bob made the signal for the youths to be ready to leap
forward at an instant's notice, and then waited, ~atched,
and listened.
Presently he heard Royston say, "Up with the rebel,
CHAPTER VII.
men," and at the same instant Bob gave the signal for the
youths to advance.
I N BEAUFORT.
As one man the youths bounded forward; they emerged
from among tf1e trees, and ran across the open ground with
a1'!. their speed. The men who had hold of the rope were
The youths rode onward as fast as they could go, and
pulling down on it, and had just lifted Dick's feet from ten minutes later reached the road.
the ground, and the eyes of every Tory were upon the scsne,
H ere they halted, and Dick explained the danger that
when Bob gave the signal to fire .
was threatening General Lincoln and his officers, through
Instantly the youths fired a volley, which was effective, the likelihood that the headquarters building might at any
for at least a dozen of the T ories went down, and the11 moment be blown up by toe Tories.
again they fired, almost as many more of the enemy going
"You boys hasten back to the encampment," said Dick,
down, and then on the air rose the wild cheer of the " Lib- "and Sam, you mount a fresh horse and start at once fo r
erty Boys."
Charleston. Don't . spare your horse. It is a ma.tter of life
"Kill them. Kill the scoundrels," yelled Bob, and the or death. Get there and warn General Lincoln at the earyouths charged directly upon the almost paralyzed Tories. liest possible moment."
At the first volley the men who had hold of the rope had
" All right, Dick."

is
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"What are we going to do about this gang, back here
Murmurs went up from the hearers at this, and.
at the ca bins, Dick?" asked Bob.
looked around the.m as if with the expectation of seeing the
"We are going to go after them, Bob."
"Liberty Boy."
"When?"
The sun had set and it was now growing dark, which
"Just as soon as you can get back from the encampment ' made it impossible for the horseman, Royston, t o recognize
with our entire force of 'Liberty Boys.'"
Dick at the edge of the crowd.
"Ah, I understand."
"It won't be good for the rebel if he ventures into the
"All right; go, now, before the Tories come and find us town."
here, and give us an unpleasant .surprise."
"No; not if we catch him."
"Where are you going?"
"\Ye'll shoot him .on sight!"
"On to Beaufort, on my spying expedition."
"Or hang him up to a tree!"
"And you will meet us here?"
Such were a few of the exclamations from the lips of the
redcoats.
" Yes."
" How soon?"
"Well, let me tell you, Dick Slater is a mighty slippery
"Oh, two and a half to three hour.s from now."
chap," said Royston. " I have had him in my power twice,
"All right; we'll be here."
and each time wo_uld not have given a hall-pence for his
"I shall look for you; good-bye till then."
chances for life, and both times he escaped."
"Good-bye."
"Just let us get hold of him, and he won't escape,"
The "Liberty Boys1' mounted their horses and i:ode growled a big fellow who stoc9within arm's-length of Dick,
away in the direction of the encampment, and Dick rode and he glared around him. His glance happened to rest
away toward Beaufort.
npon Dick, and there was something in the keen, brnnzed
It wa~ not a long ride to Beaufort, and Dick was soon at face of the youth that aroused the fellow's suspicion.
h is destination.
"Are you Dick Slater?" he cried, leaping forward and
Of com~se he did not ride clear to the town. He dismount- seizing hold of the youth.
ed half a mile distant from the edge of the town, and se-- ,· For answel' Dick dealt the man a terrible blow in the
creted his horse, after which he mad.e his way forward on stomach an<l another on the jaw, and the redcoat sank inf oot.
sensible to th.e ground.
He moved slowly and cautiously, for he knew that he
.The youth had realized that he was in great danger, ana
might happen upon a sentinel at any moment.
bad put all bis strength in the blows, with the result that
The youth found that the British were not keeping as the fellow was rendered unconscious.
close a _lookout as they might have done, and he succeeded
Instantly there was great excitement.
in getting past the sentinels without much trouble, and
It was not so dark but that those near at hand could see
found himself within the confines of the town.
what was going 11n, and a dozen redcoats leaped forward
He moved along with more assurance now, for be feH intent on seizing the youth.
that the redcoats would not have any su!>picion that he was
"Seize him."
not a citizen of the place, and would not pay any attention
"Don't let him get away."
to him.
"Grab him."
•
He made his way about the town, taking in everything
"He has knocked Jim senseless."
with his keen eyes, and managing to make a very close esti"Who is he, anyway?"
mate as to.the number of men in the British force.
""He is Dick Slater," yelled Royston, who saw that some
In the little open square in the center of the town was kind of an encounter had taken place, and at once suspected
quite a gathering of redcoats, and Dick wondered what it .that the "Liberty Boy" was on hand. " I 'll wager it is Dick
could mean. He made his way thither, and to his sur- Slater! Grab him, and let me look at him, and I will tell
prise saw Royston, the head man of the Loyal Legion, sit- you whether or not it is he."
ting on the back of his horse, talking to the redc.oats.
ln an instant a struggle was in progress.
"Yes, we were attacked by Dick Slater and his 'Liberty
The moment he had caused the redcoat to release his
Boys,' " Dick heard the fello.w say as he drew near, "and hold by knocking him senseless, Dick leaped backward, and
the probabilities are that Dick Slater himself either is in finding himself almost surrounded in a twinkling be began
your town at this moment, spying on you, or will be soon. ". fighting like a demon. He struck out rapidly, whirling
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ound ·and around, and let out all his force in the blows
with tht:i result that he h."Uocked six or seven of the redcoats
down. Then, seeing an opening, he darted through, and
raced away at the top of his speed.
The redcoats saw this, and were wild with rage.
"After him."
"Don't let him escape."
"Catch him."
"Head .him off."
"Shoot him.':
"Stop, or we'll fire."
Such were a few of the cries and exclamations, but of
course Dick did not stop. He felt that it would be much
better to risk being fired upon than to encounter certain
death by slopping and permitting himself to be captured.
'l'he "Liberty Boy" bounded down the street, and turned
i:he firf't corner he came to. Then be continued onward
at his best speed, and after him, like a pack of hounds after
fox, came the redcoats.
'l'hen of a sudden there sounded the thunder of hoofbeats, and Royston passed the redcoats on foot, and rapidly
overhauled the fugitive.
The youth heard the hoof-beats, and knew· instinctively

11

what it meant.
;"Hoyston is coming on horseback," he said to himself.
The youth set his teeth firmly together, anci drawing one
of his pistols, cocked it.
He waited till ·the horseman was within a few yards of
liirn, anJ then stopped quickly, whirled, and :fired a snapshot at his enemy.
With a yell of pain, Royston threw up his arms and fell
out of the saddle. Re struck the ground, and rolled over
and over, and without giving him a second glance, Dick
leaped forw1ud, and seizing the bridle-reins of the flying
. horse, cheeked the animal sufficiently for his purpose, and
then leaped into the saddle, and dashed away.
Hoyston was not seriously injured. The bul:~t had
grazed his shill, and h~d been sufficient to knock him out of
the saddle, but had not done serious harm, and the fellow was on his feet very quickly, and cursed and yelled
lib a madman.
"Don't let him escape,'' he cried. "He is the famous
rebel spy, Dick Slater. After him, men."
"What good will it do us to chase him, when he is moumcd and us afoot?" asked the redcoat in a growling voice;
he"ll get away unless one of the sentinels should happen to

hring him down."
"Gone, and with my horse,'' snarled Royston. "Curs-es
on the fellow. He is the luckiest scoundrel alive."
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"It seems to me that his success is due more to good
work on his part than to good luck," said one fellow, who
was fair-minded and willing to give credit where it was
J:..e.
"He certainly is a terror,'' another remarked.
"Haven't you a company of horse?" asked Royston, excitedly.
"Yes," was the reply.
"Then why not mount and pursue the scoundrelly reb- •

el?"
"We can do so, of course; but I don't think it will do
us any good."
"Try it, at any rate."
It was decided to do so, and all haste was made to mount
and set out in pursuit.
At the edge of the town they paused an instant to ask
the sentinel if he had seen the fugitive, and he replied that
he had.
"Yes, I saw him," was the reply; "he went past me like
a streak of lightning, and although I took a shot at him, I did no damage to either him or the horse."
"After him, men," cried Royston, who had mounted and
accompanied the force, despite his sore head. "Perhaps we
may be able to overtake him."
''Yon may overtake him," murmured the sentinel, as the
redcoats dashed onward; "but I have my doubts regarding
the matter," and he laughed.
Dick had dashed past the sentinei, as the -fellow said, ·and
the bullet from the musket had whistled past within six
inches of his head, but the whistling of bullets had no
terrors for the youth, and he continued onward, till he came
to the po.int where he had secreted his horse.
Here he stopped, dismounted, and leading the horse in to
where his own animal was tied he came to a stop .
"I believe I'll wait here a fe(V minutes and see what happens,'~ he thought. "They may mount and pursue me, and
in that case I would prefer being be~1ind them, as I will
ha vc two horses to get along, and will not have to go at such
a pacE: "
· He waited patiently, for perhaps ten minutes, and then
he heard the sound oi hoof-beats.
"Ha~ I thought so,'' he exclaimed. "They have mounted,
and lurve set out in pursuit of me. I wonder how many
there are of them?"
He peered out from his hiding-place, and presently he
saw a c:uk mass go dashing· past. The night was now so
dark thnt tie could not distinguish the horsemen separately,
but he ju~ged from the size of the dark moving mass that
!her'(~ wei·c forty or fifty in the pmly.
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"Xow l will -follow at my leisure," the youth said to
himself, and he led both horses out, and mounting one and
leading the other, rode up the road in the wake of the redcoats.
The youth rode onward at an ordinary gallop for perhaps fifteen or twenty minutes, and then be found himself
at the point where the pathway led to the headq_uarters of
the Loyal Legion.
He paused and pondered a few minutes.
"I wonder if the redcoats went on up the road in the hope
of being able to overtake and capture me, or whether they
gave up the idea by the time they got here, and made their
way to the cabins in the basin?"
This was the question Dick asked himself, but he had no
means of answering it, of course, and so he decided to ride
onward, in the .hope that he might meet the "Liberty Boys."
''It is a bit too soon to look for them, however, I think,''
be told himself. "Still, if they-rode rapidly, they might be
within a mile or so of here."
He was on the point of continuing his journey, when he
heard the sound of hoof-beats coming from the northward~
"That might be my 'Liberty Boys,'" he thought. "And
then again it may be the redcoats returning from their
unsuccessful pursuit of myself. I will exercise all due precaution, and conceal myself till I fipd out which it is."
He rode into the edge of the timber and waited.
Nearer and nearer the sound of the hoof-beats came, and
presently a dark, moving body came in sight. As it drew
nearer, Dick heard the voices of the men in conversation,
and knew at once that it w as the party of redcoats.
"They ga"Te up all hope of being able to overtake me, and
are returning,'' he said to himself, "and now, I wonder if
they will turn aside and go to the headquarters of the Loyal
Legion? If they do it will make our task of thrashing the
Tories more difficult, .for they will have as strong a force as
we will ha,-e, and >fill have the protection of the cabins."
He watched eagerly, and sure enough, after pausing n few
minuets, and talking in an earnest manner, the party tum-·
ed asid~, and disappeared within the depths of the forest.
"Very well; go there, if you want to," sa id Dick to himself. "J' think we will be able to make it very. lively for

turn to the patriot encampment, the " Liberty Boys" rode
at a rapid pace, for they were eager to reach the encampment, tell the rest of their comrades to get ready, and reLtun to the point where they would meet Dick.
Then, too, there was another reason for haste : Sam Sanc[erson wished to get started to Charleston at the earliest
possible moment, for he realized that it was very important
that he should reach the city quickly. There was no knowing at what moment the Tories might set off the gunpowder
and blow the hea<lquarters building up.
The party 'soon arrived at the encampme~t, and Sam hastened to bridle and 'SadO,.le a frcRh horse; then wnh a goodbye to his comrades, he mounted and dashed away toward
the north.
He ro<le hard, stopping only when absolutely necessary, to
let his horse rest, or to eat a bite and permit the animal to
cat something, and he rode into Charleston next day · at
eleven o'clock.
. He did not stop until he was in front of the headquarcers building, and then he leaped to the ground and dashed
into the building.
"Hello, what is the trouble, Sam?" asked General Lincoin, leaping up in some surprise as the youth burst into the
room in which he and some of his officers were seated. He
knew thaat Sam had departed with the force that had gone
south to attack Beaufort, and he feared the youth was the
bearer of had news.
"Did you fail, and get into trouble down there?" asked
another officer, eagerly and anxiously.
"No, no; the trouble is here," replied Sam. '~Dick Slater
made a discovery that danger threatened you officers, and
sent me back to warn you."
"Danger threatens us?" exclaimed General Lincoln.
"Yes."
"But what danger could possibly threaten us? There
......

must be some mistake."
"No, there is no mistake. The Tories who call themselves
the Loyal Legion are tunneling under this building, and
are going to place several barrels of gunpowder underneath
it and blow the building up."
'I'he officers leaped to thefr feet in amazement and conand stared at the youth and then at one another.
sternation,
JOll."
''They are going to blow this building up?" gasped GenThen be waited ·rn p.ttiently as possible for the coming of
Lincoln."
eral
the "Liberty Boys."
"Yes. "
"When is it to be done?"
OHAPT~R VIII.
"Dick did not learn that. It may occur at any moA NARUOW ESCAPE.
When Dick Slater and the party of twen.ty "Liberty ment."
Exclamations of alarm escaped the officers' lips.
Boys" parted, Dick to go to Beaufort and the others to 're-
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"We had better vacate the building at once, then," cried
me.
"Yes," agreed the general. "But we must save the offieial papers. Here, help me, and we will be ready to get out
in a few minutes."
He opened some secret drawers in his writing-desk and
drew forth several armfuls of papers, which he handed to
his officers.
·
Then he seized his sword, and said :
"Come. It may be a false alarm, but to be on the safe
side, we will vacate the building."
The officers at once left the building, Sam accompanying
them. Then the servants, sentinels, and orderlies were called !lUt, and all who had been inmates of the building retired
to another _vacant house two blocks distant.
T.Qey had just reached the building when there came the
sound of a terrible explosion. The earth shook and quaked
as if from an earthquake, and then up in the air went the
building that had just been vacated by the officers of the
patriot force' in Charleston.
They had escaped only just in time.
Had Sam been fifteen minutes later in reaching Charleston with the information of the plot it would have been
too late.
The building was torn into thousands of fragments, and
distributed over the surrounding territory for two blocks
in all directions.
Several people were injured by the falling debris.
Fortunately, however, no one was killed.
The officers gazed at one another with blanched faces.
'l'hey realized how near they had come to a horrible death.
death.
General Lincoln seized Sam's hand an dshook it heartily.
"My boy, you have saved our lives,'' he said, feelingly.
"We shall never forget it."
The others shook hands with the youth, and each had
something in the way of thanks and appreciation to say to
him.
"It is not I who deserves the thanks," said Sam modestly. "Dick Slater is the one who deserves it all. He
risked his life and secured the information. I simply
did as he told roe, and brought the information to you."
"Well, you deserve our thanks, just the same, Sam," said
the general, "for you might have delayed in reaching here,
and the slightest delay would have been fatal."
"That is true, certainly," the youth admitted. "I did
not pause an instant more than was absolutely necessary,
and this proves that I did not get here a minute too soon,"
with a motion toward the scene of jhe explosion.

"You are right, Sam."
The officers entered the vacant building, and took up
their quarters there, and the first thing General Lincoln
did was to send one of his officers and a lot of soldiers to
make an effort to hunt down and capture the Tories
who had set off the powder and blown the building up.
The patriot soldiers searched long and faithfully, but
they could not find any traces of the Tories who had done
the mischief, and were forced to give it up.
"Well, this proves it will be necessary to keep a sharp
watch of the known Tories in the city, and of those who are
suspected of being in sympathy with the king's cause," said
General Lincoln, and the other officers acquiesced in this
view of the case.
Sam Sanderson was so eager to get back and have a hand
in the attack on the British force in Beaufort that he remained in Charleston only till one o'clock. He caught a
nap of nearly an hour, ate a bite, filled his saddle-bags with
food, and then, mounting a fresh horse, rode away toward
the south.
"I'll get back in time to help the boys thrash the redcoats in Beaufort, or know the reason_why," he said to himself, grimly.

*
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'The redcoats who had left Beaufort in pursuit of Dick
Slater rode at top speed till they we!e a mile or more bey.ond the point where the path entered the timber and led to
the headquarters of the Loyal Legion, and then they came
to a stop.
"I don't think there is any use of going farther," said
a captain, who was in command of the party.
"I judge you are right," acquiesced Royston, reluctantly.
"It looks as if the scoundrelly rebel has escaped."
"Yes; he is back in the rebel encampment by this time,
and if, as you say, there are six or seven hundred of the
rebels there, it would be a very foolish piece of business for
us to venture near their encampment."
"So it would. Well, there are at least that number."
"And you think their purpose in coming down here is
to atttack us in Beaufort?"
"I know that it is. As I told have told you, some of my
men played the spy in Charleston, and foamed that that
was the object of the rebel force in coming down here."
"Well, forewarned is forearmed, and I think we will be
able to stand them off."
Then they turned their horses and rode back. When
they came to the point. where the path led toward the headquarters of the Loyal Legion, they paused and discussed
the matter of going there.
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Royston wished them to do so.
"I :n;1011e than half suspect that the 'Liberty Bo_ys' will
make an at.tack on m,y men before morning," he said, ''and
i:f you will go there and help us we may be able to give
the rebels a good thrashing."
"Very well; we will do it," said the captain; "there is
11.0 dange'r that the rebel force will move on Beaufort to:night, so we may as ·well help you men out as not."
"True; and then we will in turn help you out when the
rebels attack you at Beaufort in force."

We will get ready for the 'Liberty Boys,' and if they come,
it \1ill be a bad thing for them."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Dick Slater did not have to wait more than half an hour,
after the disappearance of the redcoats, led by Royston, and
then the "Liberty Boys"pu.t in an appearance.

I

"Ah, you are here ahead of us, eh?" exclaimed Bob.
"Yes."
"Been here long?"
"Oh, perhaps half an hour."
"So long as that?"
"Yes."
"Did you enter Beaufort?"
"Yes."
"What luck did you have?"

"Ver;ywell;leadtheway. We will follow."
Royston entered the timber, and rode along the path, the
redcoats following in single file, and fifteen minutes later
they arrived at the basin in which stood filie three cabins.
A sentinel hailed them as they approached, and Royston
gave the countersign, and the party rode into the basin.
They dismounted, tethered their horses, and then the British captain and Royston held a council.
"Do you really expect an attack from the "Liberty Bojs"

"Very good. I found out enough for our needs, I think."
"Good."
"I was discovered and chased out of the town, however."
"You were?" eagerly.
to-night?" asked the officer.
"Yes; a party of perhaps forty redcoats followed me, but r
"I .do," replied Royston.
I dodged them, and I saw them enter the pathway yonder,
"-Then I will tell y_ou what I think would be a s~lendid I half an hour ago, and disappear."
)

plan f°,r u~ to follow out."
"What is the plan ?"

"I suppose your idea was that we should all enter the
cabins and from the protection afforded by the logs, offer
resistance to the 'Liberty Boys' ' attack?"
"Yes, that was my idea."
"Well, my plan is better, I think. It is that we conceal
ourselves at the edge of the timber, yonder, and also along
the path along which the enemy will likely come, and when
they put in an appearance we will give them a surprise, an d
ii we are lucky we may almost wipe them out at the first
:fire."
"That is , a good pl.an,'' agreed Royston. "Strange I
never thought of that. Yes, that will be the thing to do.''
"I think so; well, tell your men what we intend doing.
I will give my men the order."
"Very well," and Royston strode away to the cabins, and
informed his men of what was to be done.
They were glad to know that they were ~o l~ave the assistance of the redcoats in the expected encounter with the
dreaded 'J_,iberty Boys,' and were delighted when they
thought that it was possible they might take the youths by
surprise and almost.wipe them off the face of the earth.
"That will be all !right," said one. "We may be able to
get even with the rebels for what ~hey did to us awhile

I

"You did?"
"Yes."

(

"Do you suppose they are suspicious that their friends,,
the members of the Loyal Legion, may be attacked by us,
and have gone there to render them assistance in case they
are attacked?"
"Yes; I am confident that is their object in going there,
for Royston was with them."
"He was?"
"Yes; indeed, it was he that caused me to be chased .out

I

of Be~ufort. He told. them that the probabili~y was that
I was m the town, spying,_ and that led to my discovery." 1
'~The scoundrel. He must have followed you to Beaufort."
"Yes; I had been there only a little while when hearrived, at any rate."
"Well, we will be able to thrash the entire gang, Loyal
Legion, redcoats, and all."
"Yes; at any rate, we will make the attempt."
"That's · the way to talk."
"I suppose Sam got started for Charleston, all right,
Bob?"
"Yes; he didn't delay only long enough to get a fresh
horse, Dick."
"Good ! Well, he will get there in time, if such a thing is

ago."
"You are right," said Royston. "Well, come along, boy". possible."
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''Yes; there won't be any grass grow under his horse's I <rYes.1'
loofs while he is on the road."
"We expected tlla t. ''
"Well, if you boys are ready, we may as well star' for
"I know; out did you expect that they would prepare an
the scene of action," said Dick. "Forward, all, and follow ambuscade for you?'" "No, we d'id'n't expect that."
., tie in single file."
"Well, then, you would have been taken by surprise.
i He rode toward the edge of the timber, iollowed by the
rest of the "Liberty Boys," and just as he was on the point You thought they would ?e in t)1.e cabins, waiting to fight
of entering the pathway two figures suddenly appeared you off, didn't you?".
"Yes.'r
before him, and a voice said :

-

~.

"Well, they are not in the cabins at all.11
"Where are they?"
"In the edge of the timber, this WffJ from the cabins."
you go on."
i
"Ah, they are, eh ?11
........
"Yes; and they are stretched along on both sides of tlie
pathway leading to the basin in which the cabins stand."
CHAPTER . IX.
'~Ha! tha:t is a very good scheme, indeed."
"If you and your men had marched along, to the edge
TURNING THE TABLES.
of the basin, the redcoats and Tories would have had you between two fires, and would have wiped you out, almost, at
'Dick brought his horse to a stop at once, and bending for- one volley."
"You are right, and we are indeed very much obliged ta
ward in his saddle gazed searchingly at the two :figures in
front of him. The moon had come up a short time before, you for giving us this in.formation."
but had been behind a cloud; but at this instant the clouds, "You are more than welcome."
drifted away, and by the light suddenly thrown upon the j "You have not told me who you are."
scene Dick saw that a boy of eighteen or nineteen and a girl 1 "My name is 'rom Holmes, and this is my sister Mary."
of perhaps seventeen years stood before him.
"Well, Tom and Mary, we are glad to know yo11. You
are
patriots, of course."
"Who are you?" he asked.
"Yes; sir."
"\Ve are friends of yours-that is, if you are the 'Lib"And
live near here?"
erty Boys,' sir," was the reply.
"Well, we are the 'Liberty Boys'; but how did you know
"About a mile to the nGrth of h€re."
we were in these parts?"
"How came you to kn0w about the Tories and redeoats."
"In this way: I discovered, two weeks a.go, that the cab"We heard your names me~tioned."
ins had been built in the basin, and as a natural result we
"Who by?"
"The Tories and redcoats."
have been very curiDus regarding who was to occupy them.
"Ah, by the Tories and redcoats, eh?"
I have kept pretty close watch, and have seen a few men
there, off and on, and managed to bear enough of their talk
"Yes, sir."
"Where·?"
so that I understood that they were Tories, and that th~y
"About a mile back in the timber."
were expecting a big gathering of Tories in a week or so."
"Exactly."
"Where the three cabins are?"
"Hold. Do not go ahead just yet. If you are the 'Liberty Boys,' wait, for you will be riding to your death if
. I

"Yes; you have been there?"
"Well, sister and I have been visiting over at a neighbor's
home to-day, and when we started to come home, Mary said
"Yes; earlier this evening."
"A.re you on your way to attack the redcoats and to me, 'Let's go past the cabins in the basin, and see if the
Tories have gathered there in numbers,' and I was willing,
Torirs ~"
so
we came past."
·"ffc are."
"Yes?"
"Well, if we had not met you, you would have gone to
your death."
"Row is that?"
"Well, they are expecting you."
"They are ?'"

"There did not seem to be anybody there when we got
there; but we had been hidden in the edge of the timber
but a little while when a party of redcoats enterea the
basin; and a lot of Tories came ou.t o:f the cabins. Mary
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and I held our places, and watched ·and listened, and as it
happened the head man of the Tories and the captain in
command of the redcoats had a talk near enough where we
were concealed so that we could un9-erstand what was said,
and we heard them talking about the 'Liberty Boys,' who,
they said, would probably come there and make an attack,
and the captain suggested that they arrange an ambuscade,
and take you by surprise when you came. We stole away,
soon after that, and carhe this way in the hope that we
might meet you, in order to warn you of your danger."

ing for us to come along and be butchei;ed," said Dick to
Bob.
" guess you are right, Dick. Well, shall we enter the
basin?"
"Yes; we will slip across as soon as the moon goes u;nder
that cloud, yonder, and take up our positions behind the
cabins. Then, when the enemy gets tired of waiting for u
and starts to return to the cabins, we will greet them wit
a hail of bullets."
"That's a good scheme, and ought to make it easy fo
us to thrash them."

"You have done well, and we thank you sincerely."
"As I said before, you are more than welcome."
"I think so. Well, we will move across, and take up our
"Now that we have a knowledae of their plan we shall · positions back of the cabins now."
0
'
be able to spoil it."
The youth gave the command, and the "Liberty Boys'
"So I judged."
stole across the open space, and were soon safely ensconced
Dick at once had a talk with Bob and the other youths, behind the cabins. The cloud had obscured the moon, and
and it was decided to lead the horses into the timber, and tie they did not believe they had been seen.
them, and then advance on foot; by so doing they would be
In thus thinking they were undoubtedly right, for there
enabled to make a circuit, and get out around the waiting was no. sound from the timber out in front-whi~h would
not have been the case had their presence been discovered.
Tories and redcoats.
The youths made themselves as comfortable as circumThe horses were led into the timber and tied, and then
stances would permit, and waited patiently.
-the youths got ready for the adventure. Tom Holmes asked
One hour passed.
Dick to be permitted to accompany them.
No move from the enemy out in front.
"But_what about your sister?" Dick asked.
Another hour passed.
"She will stay here with the horses till we come back;
Still all was quiet.
she is not afraid."
"Jove, I wonder if they are going to stay out there all
"Very well; you may go with us, then, if you wish."
night and wait for us?" whispered Bob to Dick.
This pleased Tom immensely, and when he had been
"I hardly think so. I have an idea they will get tired,
placed on an equality with the youths by having four pis- give up looking for us, and come back here pretty soon."
tols and a knife given him from the reserve stock of weap"I hope so-ah ! they are coming now."
ons in the saddle~bags, he was delighted.
The moon was shining brightly now, and peering around
"You are sure you witl not be afraid to stay here alone, the corner of the cabin, JJick saw that B9b had spoken
Miss "Mary?" asked Dick of the maiden.
truly; the Tories and redcoats were emerging from the
"Oh, yes; I shall not be afraid, Mr. Slater," was the timber and starting across the open space.
reply.
The signal for the "Liberty Boys" to get ready was given
"Very well; but it may be two or three hours before we by Dick, -nnd with .cocked muskets the youths waited for
return."
the signal to fire.
"That doesn't matter. I will remain till you do come."
Closer and closer came the enemy.
The youths now set out, and proceeded along the path till
They were talking in disappointed tones, and discussing
they were within a quarter of a mile of the basin, and then the failure of the "Liberty Boys" to put in an appearance.
they turned aside and made a wide circuit, and approachced
"We would have wiped them out of existence if they had
the basin from one side, and almost opposite the end of the put in an appearance," said the comm!;lnder of the redcoats.
log cabin nearest them, instead of from the front.
"You are right," agreed R.Qyston, who was walking beHere they paused to reconnoiter a bit before venturing to side him. "I am sorry they did not come."
enter the basin.
"But they did come-they are here!" suddenly cried
Nothing was seen of any of the Tories or redcoats, how- Dick, in a loud, ringing voice; "fire, 'Liberty Boys' I"
ever.
Instantly the youths obeyed.
"I guess 'they are all over in the timber, by the path, waitCrash-roar!
I
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A hundred muskets spoke in certain terms, and instantly
the scene was transformed from a quiet one to a scene of the
nt~ost confusion.
Nearly half the force of the enemy went down, dead and
wounded, and on the air rose the shrieks and groans of the
wounded, the yells of the frightened and the curses of the
ore desperate and angry.
"Give them another volley," cried Dick, his voice being
eard thrnugh_the babel of noises, and again the "Liberty
oys" obeyed, it being a pistol-volley this time; but so close
ere they to the enemy fhat great damage was done.
The rest of the Tories and redcoats whirled and fled for
heir lives, making for the edge of the timber, over to the
eft:
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Tories taking themselves away from this part of the country."
"I think it will put a stop to their work, father," said
Tom, "for the 'Liberty Boys' struck them such a hard blow
they will not be strong enough to do very much."
"I'm glad of it."
"So am I; and just think, father and mother, I went
with the 'Liberty Boys' and helped fight the Tories and
redcoats."
"That is something to be proud of, Tom," said his fatLer.
"I'm thankful you were not killed, Tom," from his
mother.
"I tell you, the redcoats and Tories didn't have any

"Out, boys, and give them .another volley!" cried Dick, chance to do us hurt," said Tom. "They expected to take
nd the youths did so, bringing down a number of the flee- us by surprise, but we took t em by surprise instead, and
we gave it to them so hot and heavy that they could think
ng men.
of nothing save getting to a place of safety."
Then he gave the order for the youths to see if ·there were
When the "Liberty Boys" got back to the patriot encampny wounded men in the cabins.
ment, and told Colonel Campbell how successful they had
This was done, and as there were none there, he gave the
been in striking the Tories and redcoats he was very well
rder that the cabins be set on fire.
pleased, and complimented them highly.
The "Liberty Boys" obeyed, and a few minutes later the
"That will do nicely for a starter, in our campaign
~abins were burning briskly. ·
against the British at Beaufort," he said.
Having accomplished all that they expected to accomThe youths threw themselves down and secured a very
plish, the youths took their departure, and made their way
good night's rest, and were up bright and early next mornack to where their horses were.
ing, and ready for "a move against the British.
"Well, have you beeri much frightened while we were
Soon after breakfast the patriots broke camp, and march.
f~way?" asked Dick of Mary.
ed toward Beaufort.
"Oh, no, sir," was the reply. "I was a bit nervous when I
They were within a mile of the town at ten o'clock, and
lneard the firing, for I thought it might be possible that tht Colonel Campbell directed Dick to take his "Liberty Boys"
lrories and redcoats had .surprised you after all."
and push forward and see how strong the outposts. of the
' "We surprised them, as we figured on doing."
enemy were.
"I am glad of that."
The youths were ready and willing to do this work.
"We owe our good fortune to yourself and brother."
They felt that it was a great honor to be given the dan~ "Well, w~ are both very glad to have been able to do some- gerous work to do.
They advanced till they were 'almost to the edge of the
'Iring for the great cause."
The youths bade Toni and Mary good-bye, and mounting town.
~ heir horses, rode away in the direction of the patriot enThen they dismounted, and moved slowly and cautiously
1· ampment, while the youth and his sister took a short cut forward on foot.
l :Or their home.
At the point where they were approaching stood two

l

I.

houses. They were on the edge of a little slope, and between the houses were steps. As they advanced, they kept
back to one side, so as to be out of range of the bullets of
the redcoats should they fire a volley. This the enemy did
not do, however, and the youths hardly knew what to think
about it.
iell.
I
Present!y one of the redcoats called out: "Come down
"So the cabins were burned by the 'Liberty Boys'?" said
.Mr. Holmes. "I'm glad of that, as it may result in the 1here, 'Liberty Boys.'"

Tom and Mary were considerably excited, and when they
. . iot home they had a wonderful story to tell their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes had been somewhat,alarmed by the
i !ltended absence of their son and daughter, but forgot their
lllXiety in listening to the wonderful story the two had to
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"Oh, 1,we would .rather .not;," .replied Diok, who at once
suspected a trap.
"Oh, come along," .in a sneering voice.
"No, thank you. We ,ai:e comfortable here."
"Yon ane .afraid to come," in a taunting voice.
"No, I don't think we are afraid to come," Diok replied.
"Yes you .are, or you would come. We dare you to

but the enemy had fortifi.ea their position so well, and
fought so fiercely that it was impossible to succeed, and at
last the colonel eounded the signal for a retreat.
The "Liberty Boys" had fought with great, vim and en- ·
ergy, and had done good work, but the militia had not done
so well, and it was mainly owing to their half-hearted efforts that the attempt to capture Beaufort had to be aban-

eome."
Dick looked around upon the faces of his comrades. He
saw that all were eager to accept the dare.
"What do you say, fellows?" he asked.
"Let'.s acc~t the dare, Dick!" said Bob . ~agerly . "I be'
anything
lieve they are trying to scare us out· more illan
else. Let's go for th.em, aind back them_4o;h."
"All rlght; be .ready, and when I giye .he signal, go ior
them." ,
The youths nodded. Dick believed that there was not
a very large number of redcoats at hand. This was the ext:reme edge oi the town, and the main force of the enemy
was back in the center of the town.
Suddenly .Dick gave .the signal.
It was obeyed instantly.
The "Liberty Boys" rushed down t11e steps, and attacked
the redcoats fiercely., firing as they went. The British reaisted to the best of their ability:, but were forced to beat a
hasty retreat.
It was as Dick .had suspected; there -was only comparatiNely a small force here, and they did not stop, but kept
right on retreating till they were safe among their com:rades, where the main force was.
The youth s remained .where they were, and waited till
Colonel Campbell 1and the main force came up, and then a
council wa~ held.

doned.
The patriot force withdrew, to a· safe distance, and the
casualties were reckoned up. Quite a number of patriots
had been killed or wounded, and among them were some of
the brave "Liberty Boys," but all felt that the British had
suffered fully as much.
Colonel Campbell and Dick Slater held a council, and.dis
cussed the matter of making another attack.
It was decided to not make another attack that day, a
least, and the force moved back to the edge of the timber
half a mile distant, and went into camp.
That night the patriot force slipped into the town, an
again made an attempt to capture it, but were repulsed
and bad to return to the encampment.
Next day they made still another attack, and again wer

It was decided to divide the force into three parties, one
to .go to the rigM, one .to the left, and the other straight
ahead.
When all the arrangements had been made, the parties
moved, and advanced upon the redcoata.
Fiiteen minutes later the engag~ment was on in earnest,
and the rattle of musketry was heard on all hands.

CHAPTER X.
A LltvELY ENCOUN1\ER.

Celonel .Campbell and his iorrce made a determined attempt t o capture the British, or force them to surrender,

unsuccessful.
Again Dick and the colonel held a council.
"It looks as if we would have to give it up, Dick," sai
lhe colonel sadly.
"Yes; they are too strongly intrenched for us, colonel,'
replied Dick. "They have the rifle-pits all around th
square in the center of the town, and when they are do\ ·
in the trenches they arc well protected, and we are unable t
do them much damage, while they have a good chance a
us ."
"Yes; I fear we shall have to give up, and return t
Charleston, though I hate to do so."
"Yes; it is not pleasant to be forced to return and re
port failure, but I think it is the best thing to do."
"There comes Sam," exclaimed Bob Estabrook, and al
looked and saw Sam Sanderson riding toward them.
"Good ! Now we will learn w~ether or not he got t
Charleston in time."
Sam rode up and leaping to the ground, advanced t
where Dick and Bob stood.
"Have you attacked the British.:ret, Dick?" he asked
eagerly.
"Three times, Sam," was the reply.
"And you -- "
"Failed to make them surrender, Sam."
"That is too bad."
"Yes. l3ut, say, di d you get to Charleston in time?"

I
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"Ju,! in time, Dick.''
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The Briti&h made no 'further· attempt at attacking. The
one attempt had been enough to satisfy them .
The patriot soldiers buried the dead, attended to too
wounded as besiethey could, and then, when morning came,
Dick and Colonel Campbell counted the redcoat& they had
captured, and Bob was sent to the town as a messenger,

"You m ean, that--"

"I rode straight to headquarters, Dick, and told General
.incoln what we had learned regarding the plot to blow up
he headquar ters building. Well, they vacated the building
1t once, and we had j ust got away when there was a terrible
«plosion, and the building went u p in the air."
Exclamations of horror escaped the lips of the hearers.
"What if you had been h alf an hour later in getting
bere, Sam !" exclaimed Dick.
"Well, General Lincoln and his officers would ha been
' own to fragments, Dick."
After this subject of conversatipn had been exhausted, the
ne of malting another attack on Beaufort was taken up.
Sam's coming 1rnd caused Dick and the colonel to opell
1e matter once more, though they had thought it closed
efore he put in an appearance.
Dick realized that Sam would be greatly disappointed at
wt getting to take part in the engagements against the
~ritish, and it was decided, finally, to make one more atack.

under a flag of truce.
"What do you want?" he asked.
"I have come to say that we have a goodly number of
your men prisoners," replied Bob1 "and am authorized to
make you an offer to exchange for our men whom you
have prisoners."
"How. many of our men have you?"
"Bighty-three."
"Will you exchange even with u s- I mean will you let
us have all of our men back if we will let you harve all of
yours?"
"How many of our m~n have you?"
"Seventy-two."
"Seventy-two, eh?"
"Yes."
There was an anxious look on the redcoat's face; it was
evident that he feared Bob would not be wil.ling to accept
his proposition.
; •The "Liberty Boy" pondered a few moments. Then he
said :

"We will wait till to-night, howe>er," said Dick; "for we
n.ight learn something that woulcl be of value. He did
o. He discovered that a large party of redcoats was adr ncing, with the intention of making an attaQk on the pat-iot force.
He hastened back to the encampment with the informa"All right; we will do it. I consider that our s.ev:enty~
ion, and the patriot force retired, and the men took up two men are worth as much as your eighty-three, so am wiJ.l-.
ositions behind trees.
ing to make the exchange on that basis."
" I think we will be enabled to get even with them now,"
The redcoat flushed, but did not make any retort, for he
aid Dick to Colonel Campbell, and the officer said he feared that if he were to anger Bob the youth might change
his mincl, ana insist on exchanging man for man, which
n.ought so, and hoped so.
T he British supposed that the enemy was unsuspicious of would leave eleven redcoats prisoners in the patriots' hands.
"It is settled, then," he said, as calmly as he could. "Go
1,e danger threatebing, and when they were close up to
here the camp-fires were burning they made a suclden dash back ancl bring our men half-way, and we _will meet you
' :! -i -1y~ "ith your men, and the exchange can be effected."
orward.
They were almost in the encampment before discoveri~g
"Very well. We will do as you suggest."
at there was no enemy there to attack, and then there
The tw~l° turned and made their way back to their reme a withering volley from the trees beyond, and a goodly specti vc force'!:>, and soon the work of exchanging prisoners
mber of the redcoats fell, dead and wounded.
was gone through with.
The surprisers had been surprised, and as the patriots
When it had been aceorpplished, Dick and Colonel Campushecl forward, firing as they came, and yelling, the red- bell held another council.
oats turned and flecl at the top of their speed. One party
The matter for discussion was whether they should make
f perhaps seventy-five was headed off and captured, and ;mother attempt to capture the British in Beaufort, or
pis gave Dick and Colonel Campbell a great deal of satis- give it up and retire .
It was decided to not niake any further attempt, and they
:i.ction, for they well knew that t11ere were a number of
atriot soldiers prisoners in the hands of the enemy, and broke camp and made their way back in the direction of
ow they would be in a position to offer to exchange pris- Charleston . .
I

f

ners.

As they could travel much more rapidly than the in-

j
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fantry, Dick Slater and his "Liberty Boys" did -not start
at the same time, but went off on a reconnoitering expediti on.
The youths wished to learn whether or n.ot the cabins in
the basin, where the members of the Loyal Legion had
had their headquarters had really burned down or not, and
whether any of the Tories still remained in the neighborhood.
So they turned aside from the main road and made their
way to the basin. The cabins were a mass of ruins, and
nowhere was there a sign of any -Tories or other human beings other than the "Liberty Boys" themselves.
As it was late, they decided to camp there for the night,
and did so. In accordance With his invariable custom, Dick
placed out sentinels, so that it would be impossible for an
enemy to surprise them.

he met one of the redcoats at the edge of tl:i'e town, and told
him to come and get the wounded.
"Very well; and thank you/' said the redcoat, and h
rode back and told the British commander what Bob had~
said, while the "Liberty Boy" rode back to where hl.s coml
rades were awaiting his coming.
~·
Among the dead that had been buried by the "Libertyj ;
Boys" that morning was Ronald Royston, the leader of thJ;
Loyal Legion, and Dick was not sorry to see that the scouni!
drel had met with what the youth considered to be an easyfi
death.
..
~i
Just as they were getting ready to start, .Tom Holme/C
put in an appearance.
·
- 0c
•
"I heard the firing this morning," he explained, "and a 0
soon as I could get away I came over to see what had bee i
.
.
.l
gomg on."
1
"We had another encounter with the enemy," said Dick q
.1
"but we utilized those half-consumed logs for b-reastwork ,1
.1

They ate their suppers, and an hour later lay down and
went to sleep:" They slept for hours, a.nd were
at last awak.
~med, about three o'clock, by the sharp report of a musket. and had no trouble in thrashing the British and Tories."
"I am glad of that, Dick. What are you going to d ~
The "Liberty Boys" leaped up, weapons in hand, and the
2
with
these wounded men?"
~
next instant the sentinels came rushing into camp, with the
"The British will soon be here and take them away."
I_~'-'
information that a large force was advancing.
"Oh, that's it?"
There were a large number of partially-consumed logs
l 2:
"Yes. Well, we must be going. Good-bye, Tom."
.12'
lying in the ruins of.the cabins-the wood had been more.pr
Then the "Liberty Boys" rode away, and with a wave or
less green when the cabins were built-and these were has3
the hand, Tom turned and made his waJ back to his home
tily piled up in such a manner as to form a splendid
There was a slightly sad look in Mary's eyes when To]~
breastworks for the youths, and they took up their positold her the "Liberty Boys" had gone from that part of tht ·3
tion behind the logs.
13
country; but then Tom was sorry they were gone, the samJs
The next moment, almost, after they had taken their
as his sister was.
3
places, a dark mass was seen coming across t he open space,
The "Liberty Boys" re~urned to Charleston, temporaril 3
and waiting till it was close enough so that good execution
but soon departed, to seek :fresh fields for their wonder~;:
could be done, Dick gave the order for the youths to fire.
genius for :fighting for Liberty and Independence.
i~~
They obeyed,.instantly, and t)le crash of the musket-shots
.
4
4
awoke the echoes for miles around.
THE END.
~~
Great dama~e was done, and the redcoats and Tories werit
down like wheat before the scythe. With yells of rage, the
The next number (94) of "The Liberty Boys of '76,"
redcoats and Tories returned the fire, but they did but very
contain "'l'HE LIBERTY BOYS' BES'l1 BLOWS; OR~
little damag~, the youths being protected by t~e logs.
BEATING THE BRITISH AT BENNINGTON," by:
The "Liberty Boys" fired four pistol-volleys, one right
Harry Moore.
after the oLher, with the result that the enemy was brought
to a standstill,_and then, as with wild yells the youths leaped
.I
over the breastworks and dashed upon the redcoats with
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekl
the fury of demons, the attacking party that had been, took
He always in print. If you cannot obtain them from an
to its heels-what there was left of it.
Again the "Liberty Boys" had been victorious. They .newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps b~ ·
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''\Ta11 Street.
l !lR The Brady311.11d the King: or, Working tor the Bank of England.
York.
Th e Bradys and the Female Detective; or, Leagued with th2
C'ustclms Inspectors.
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CONTAINS ALL SORTS OF STORIES.

32 PAGES.

EVERY STORY COMPLE'.l'.l<.l,

BEAUTIFULLY COLORED COVERS.

PRICE 5 CENTS.

189 Re:c:..:it:ket ; Qr, '£he Boys of the Farmhouse Fort.

LATEST- ISSUES:
145 A Sheet &f Blotting Paper; or, The .Adventures of a Young
InvPntor. By Richard R. Montgomery .
14G The Diamond Island; or Astray in a Balloon. By .Allan Arnold.
147 In th~ Saddle from New York to San Francisco. By Allyn Draper.
148 The Haullted Mlll en the Marsh. By Howard Austin.
l 49 The Young Crusader. A '.l.'rue Temperance Story. By Jno. B.
Dowd.
150 The Isla•d of Fire; or, The Fate of a Missing Ship. By Allan.
Arnold.
151 The Witch Hunter's Ward; or, The Hunted Orphans of Salem.
By Richard R. Montgomery.
152
Th~aCfst~ho~:'kKWf1~~:i'.; or, A Yankee Sailor Boy's Pluck. By
153 Wort~ a Million; or, A Boy's Fight for Justice. By__.Allyn Draper.
lfi4 The Drunkard's Warning; or, The Fruits of the Wine Cup. By
Jno. B. Dowd.
1 55 The lllack Diver; or, Dick Sherman in the Gulf. By Allan Arnold.
156 The Ham1ted Belfry; or, the Mystery of the Old Church Tower.
157 Th~Y H1g~:eai~lt~u~~~~ee Windows. By Richard R . Mont .,.. omery.
158 Three Old Men of the Sea; Qr, The Boys of Grey Rock Beach.
By Cattt. Tho.s. H. Wi!SQn.
159 3,000 Years Old; or, The Lost Gold Mine of the Hatchepee Hllls.
By Allyn Draper.
•
160 Lost Jn the Ice. By Howard Austin.
161 The Yellow Diamond; or, Groping in the Dark. By Jas. C. Merritt.
162 The I:.and of Gold; or, Yankee Jack's Adventures in Early Australia. By Richard R. Montgomery.
163 On the Plains with Buffalo ·Blll; or, Two Years In the Wlld West.
· By an Old Scout.
164 The Cavern of Fire; or, The Thrlllin~ Adventures of Professor
Hardcastle and Jack Merton. By Aiiyn Draper.
165 Water-legced; or,· Lost in the Sea of Grass. By Capt. Thos. H.
Wllso•.
166 Jack Wright, the Boy Inventor; or, EJ<ploring central Asia In
His Ma:uetic " Hurricane." By "Noname."
167 Lot 77; or, Sold to the Highest Bidder. By Richard R. Montgomery.
_
168 The Boy Canoeist; er, 1 ,000 Miles in a Canoe. By J as. c. Merritt.
169 Captain Kidd, Jr. ; or, The Treasure Hunters of Long Island. By
Allan Arnold.
170 The Red Leather Bag. A Weird Story of Land and Sea. By
Howard Austin.
171 "The Lone Star"; or, The Masked Riders of TeJ<as. By Allyn
Draper.
1 72 A New York Boy out With Stanley; or, A Journey Through Africa.
By Jas. C. Merritt.
.
173 .Afloat With Captain Nemo; or, The Mystery of Whirlpool Island.
By Capt. 'J'hos. H. Wilson.
174 Two noys' Trip to an Unknown Planet. By Richard R. Moat·
gomery. •
175 The 'l.'wo Diamonds; or, A Mystery of the South African Mlnea
By Howard .Austin.
17G Joe. the Gymnast; or, Three Years Among the Japs. By Allan
Arnold.
177 Jack Hawthorne, of No Man's Land; · or, An UncrownP.d Kine.
By "Nonome.''
17!1 Gun-Roat Di ck: or, Death Before Dishonor. By Jas. C. Merritt.
179 A Wizard of Wall Straet ; or, The Career of Henry Carew, Boy
Banker. By H. K. Shackleford.
180 Fifty Ride rs in Black; or, The Ravens of Raven Forest, By
Howard Au sti n.
181 The Boy Rifle Rangers; or, Kit Carson's Three Young Scouts.
By An Old Scout.
182 Where? or, Washed into an Unknown World. By "Nona.me."
183 Fred Fearnaught, the Boy Commander; or, The Wolves of the
Sea. By Capt. '.rhos. H . Wilson.
·
184 From Cowboy to Congressman: or, The Rise of a Young Ranchman. By H . K. Shackleford.
185 Sam Spark, the Brave Young ·Fireman; or, Always the Fir~
on Hand. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
1S6 The Poorest Boy ln New York, and How He Became Rich, By
N. S Wood, the Young ·.American Actor.
187 Jack Wright, the Boy Inventor; or, Hunting for a Sunken
Treasure. By "Nona.me.''
1 'l8 On Time ; or, The Young Engineer Rivals. 4.n Exciting Story
of Railroading in the Northwest. By Jas. C. Merritt.
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190 His First Glass of Wine; or.:.. The Temptations of City Life.
True 'l'emJ)eraace Story. isy Jno. B . Dowd.
191 The Coral City ; or, T.he Wonderful Cruise of the Yacht Vest
By Richard R. Molltg-&mery.
192 Making a Million; or, A Smart Bey's Career in Wall Street. B b
H . K. Shackleferd.
193 Jack Wright and His Electric Turtle; or, Chasing the Pirate ll
of the Spanish Main. By "Nona.me."
194 Flyer Dave, the Boy Jockey; or, Riding tile Winner. By .Ally jc
Draper.
C•
195 Th~o~:i"ratiu~f:~ Welves; or, Fighting A Crafty King. Bl'I
l!Hl The Palace of Gold; or, The Secret of a Lost Race. By RicharJ t l
R. Mo•tgomery.
iOI
197 Jack Wright's Submarine Catamaran; or, 'l'be Phantom Ship o
the Yellow Sea. By "Noname."
p
198 A Monte Cristo at 18; or, Frem Slave to Avenger. By Ally 11 j
Draper.
S
199 The Floating Gold Mine; or, Adrift In an Unknown Sea. B
Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
:200 Moll Pitcher's Boy; or, As Brave as His Mother.
Jas. A. Gordon.
201 "We." lly Richard R. Mont"..omery.
•
d
202 Jack Wright and Ilis Ocean Racer; or, ,.roun the
20 Days. By "Noname."
Boy Pioneers; or, Tracking an Indian Treasure. By Ally
203 The
Draper.
s
204 Still Alarm Sam, the Daring Boy Fireman; or, ure to Be 0 fo
>r
Hanel. By Ex-Fire Cltief Warde n.
20:5 Lost on tlie Ocean; or, Ben BlutI"s Last Voyage. By Capt. Tho k
H. Wilson.
t is
206 Jack Wright and His Electric Canoe; or, Working in
ltevenue Service. By "Nona.me."
207 Give Him a Chance; or, How Tom Curtis Won Ills Way.
!n
Howard Austin .
JS
208 Jack and I ; or, The Secrets of King Pharaoh's Caves.
a
Richard H. Mont~omery.
,
,·o
209 Buried 5,000 Years; or, The Treasure of the Aztecs. By AllYJ
Draper.
!V
210 Jack Wright's Air and Water Cutter; or, Wonderful .Adventur 1
on the Wing and Atloat. By " Noname.''
r
211 The Broken Bottle; or, A Jolly Good Fellow. A True Tempe
ance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
212 - Sllppery Ben; or, The Boy Spy of the Revolution. By Gen
J.is. A. Gordon.
I
213 Young Davy C'rockett; or, The Hero of Silver Gulch. By A ·c1
f)~
Old Scout.
214 Jack Wright and His Magnetic Motor; or, The Golden City ·r<
the Sierras. By "'Nona.me.''
215 Little Mac, 'l'he Boy Engineer; or, Bound To Do His Best. B u'
Jas. C. Merritt.
W
216 The Boy Money King; or,
orkin~ In Wall Street.
of a Smart New York Boy. By J:l. K. Shackleford.
217 "I."
A Story of Strange Adventure.
By Richard
gomery.
218 Jack Wright, The Boy Inventor, and His Under-Water Ironcla 'a i.
or, The '.l.'reasure of the Sandy Sea. By "Nona.me."
219 Gerald O'Grady's Grit: or, The Branded Irish Lad. Hy Allyn Dra ·0 '
220 Through Thick al)d Thin; or, Our Boys Abroad. By Howard Aust!
221 The Demon of the Deep; 01·, Above and Beneath the Sea. By Cap
Thos. H. Wilson.
222 Jack Wright and His Electric Deers; or, Fighting the Bandits ¢.{1
the Black Hills. By "Noriame."
1h
223 At 12 o'clock; or, The Mystery of the Lighthouse. A Story of tlfu
Revolution. By Gen. Jas. A. Gordon.
·
224 The Rival Boat Clubs; or, 'l'he Boss School at Beechwood. By All r
Draper.
r
225 The Haunted House on the Hudson; or, the Smugglers of the Soun
By Jas. C. Merritt.
e
226 Jack Wright and Hi• Prairie Engine, or Among the Bushmen if
Australia. By "Noname."
2 2 7 A Million at 20; or, Fighting His Way in Wall Street. By H . K. Shae 0
Jeford .
228 Hook and Ladder No 2. Bv Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
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No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Con taining fou l'"
THE STAGE.
teen rnustrations, giving the different
requisite to becom<ll
L No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END, MEN'S JOKE I a good speaker reader and elocutionist.positions
Also containing gems from
1500K.-Containi ng a great variety of. the late~t Jokes used ~yhthe all the popula; authors of pros~ and poetry,
arranged
in the moa~
most famous end men. No amateur mmstrels is complete wit out simple and concise manner posSJ.ble.
this wonderful little book.
No. 49. HOW 'l.'0 DEBA'rE..,-Giving rules for conducting dtr
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.- bates outlines for debates, questions for discussion, and the bemft
bontaining a varied assortl!lent of stump spe~ches, Negro, Dutch sourc'es for procuring information on the
questions given.
nd Irish. Also end men's Jokes. Just the thmg for home amuseinent and amateur shows.
SOCIETY.
No. 45. THE BQYS OF ~EW YORK MI~S'rRE.L GUIDE I No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The
and wiles of flirtation ui;;
.AND JOKE B<?Oh.. ;--Somethm~ new a!Jd very .mstruct.ive. Every fully explained by this little book. arts
Besides the various methods o!i
'boy. s!10uld obtam this ~ook, as it con tams full mstruct10ns for or- handkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window and
hat flirtation, i~ co11°
eit.mzmg an amateur mmstrel troup~. . .
. .
tains a full list of the language
sentiment of flowers, which I~
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-Th1s is one of the most ongmal interesting to everybody both oldand
and young. You cannot be happ~
~oke books ever
and it is brimful of wit and humor. It without one.
'
rcontains a largepublished,
collection of ,songs, jo~es, conundrl!ms, .etc., of
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsom<i.
>rerrence Muldoon, the great w1~, humorist and pra!!t1c!1lk JOk~r
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instruc
the day. Every boy who can enJOY a good substantial JO e s ou
t ions in the art of dancing etiquette in the ballroom and at part!Elll,
obtain a copy immediately.
AN ACTOR C t . .
how to dress, and full dire~tions for calling off in all popular squ&N
No.. 79. HQW TO BECOl\IE
. .- on ammg com- dances.
_plete mstruct1ons. how to m11;ke up for var10us characters on t·he
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to lod,
Uage ; togi;ther with the duties of the Stage. Manager, Prompter, courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice,
rules and etiquet~
!'enic Artist and Pro:;;;erty Man. By a promment St!1g.e Manager. to be obse·rved, with many curious and interesting
things not gs!ll
: No. 80. GUS WILLIA.l \IS' JOK~ BOOI~ .-Contammg the lat- erally known.
·
st jokes, anecdotes and funny. stones _of this world-re?owned and
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Contain ing full instruction in tD:::
ver popular Gerl!la.n comedian. Sixty-four pages • handsome a-:·t of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving tlnu:
olored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-O ne of t llilc
HOUSC:KE'EP ING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the worML
No. 16. HOW TO KEJEJP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Cont aining Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both
male a111<dl
ull instructions for constructing a window garden either ill town female. 'rhe secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this
bocl!J
>r country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
fowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pnb. ished.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS •
· No. 30. HOW TO COOK-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsom ely illustrated anr.!
m cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for
management and training of th@;
ish, game and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, the
blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
astry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS ANIDJ
·ooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illu::;.
::>lo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains info.r mation for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
.
!verybody, boys, girls) men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW
MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Includi ng hint».!
nake almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on liow to catch TO
moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birdll.
rackets, cements, A.eolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harringto!Ql
Keene.
ELECTRICAL .
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A vahzn
No. 46. HOW TO MA.KE AND USE ELECTRICITY .-A de- able book, giving instructions in collecting,
preparing, mountintJ
cription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
·
<)gether with full ins ' ructions for making Electric Toys~ Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com"
·re. By George Treoe~, Ji. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner
and method of raishtg, keepinf1
ustrations.
taming, breeding and managing all
of pets ; also •giving fulli
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Co n- instructions for making cages, etc. kinds
explained by twenty·
aining full directioni for making electrical machines, induction eight illustrations, making it the mostFully·
complete book of the kin<dl
·oils, dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked by eJectricity. ever published.
y R. A. R . Bennett. Full,y illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELEC'l'RICAL TRICKS.-Con tain ing a
MISCELLANE OUS.
arge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and ll!iJo
ogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ell:·
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, an ·
ENTERTAIN MENT.
directions for making fireworks, colored fires and gas balloon~.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIS T. By Harry This book cannot be equaled.
ennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook foi'
his book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice cream, syt-ups.I
essences, etc. etc.
·udes every night. with his wonderful imitations), can, master the
No. 19. FRANK TOUSEY'S UNI'I\ED
DISTANOli
rt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND STATES
GUIDE.~iving th
reatest book ever published, and there's millions (of fun) in it.
official distances on all the railroads of the United States andl
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Al~o table of distances by water to foreign ports, hac~
ery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in th e principal cities, reports of the census,
etc., etc., makin(j
f games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it one of the most complete and harn:l y books published.
or parlor or draw1ng-room entertainment. It contains more for the
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTQ'R.-A wo.:11°
oney than any brok published.
derful book, containing useful and practical infol"!Roation in th~
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases
ailments common to ever§
1ook, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and and
effective recipes for general comiackgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS .-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-0011°
:he leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding
the collecting and arrangint
ind witty saying&.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
C No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTl VE.-By Old King Brady,
iook, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre Crib- the world-known detective. In
he lays down some valuablill
Oage, Casino, Forty-five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw 'Poker and sensible rules for beginners,which
and also relates some adventureo
~uction Pitch, .A.II Fours and many other popular games of cards'. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Cont aining over three bunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME
.-Contaln~
red interesting _I>uzzles and conundrums with key to same A ing useful information regarding AthePHOTOGRAPHER
Camera and how to work It ;
omplete book. lfully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
'
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and othel?
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W . De W ,
ETIQ U ETTE.
Abney.
No. 13. ~ow TO DO rr; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-l t
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITAR1'f
s a great hfe secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Contain ing full explanations
how to gain admittance
1ll about. There's happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Poli
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Cont aining the rules and eti- Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy shouldl
ette of good society and the easiest and most approved methods know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, authof
to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre church of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
[ dappearing
in the drawing-room.
'
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NA VAL CADET.-Comple te hn·
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval!
DECLAMATI ON.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descript!Oli!
No. 27.. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch,
and everything a boll
. Contammg the !1JOSt popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the
United States
~1alect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How Navy. Gol!lF
to Become Iii
,fith many standard readings.
'
West Point Military Cadet."
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PRICE 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher. 24 Union Square. New York.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76.
A Weeldy Magazine containing· Stories of the American Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.
These stories are based on actual facts and give a faithful
account of the exciting adventures of a brave band of American
youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their lives
for the sake of helping along the gallant cause of Independence.
Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading matter,
bound in a beautiful colored cover.

55 The Liberty Boys' Strategy; or, Out-Generaling the Enemy.
5G The Libe rty Boys' Warm Work ; or, Showing the Redcoats How
to Fight.
5T 'l'he Liberty Boys' "Push" ; or, Bound to Get '! 'he re.
Pluck; or, Undaunted by Odds.
58 The Liberty Boys' D esperate Charge; or, With '"Mad Anthony"
Peril ; or, Threatened from all Sides.
at Stony Point.
Luck; or, Fortnne I<avors the Brave.
i19 'l'he Libe rty Boys' Justice. And How They Dealt It Out .
60 'l'he Liberty Boys Bombarded: o,r, A Ve ry Warm Tim e.
Ruse; or, Fooling the Briti sh.
'l'rap, and What They Caught in It.
61. 'l'he Liberty Boys' Scaled Orders; or, Going It Blind.
.
G2 'l'he Liberty Boys· Da ring Stroke; o r, With "Light-Hor~e Harry"
Puzzled; or, The 'l'o ries' Clever Scheme.
Great Stroke; or, Capturing a British Man-of·
at Paulus Hook.
63 The Liberty B oys ' Lively Times; or, Here, 'l'h er e and Everywhere.
64 'l'h~ Libe rty Boys' '·Lone Hand"; or, Fighting Against Great
Challenge; or, Patriots vs. Redcoats.
Odds.
'!'rapped; or , 'l'he Beautiful Tory.
65
The Libe rty Boys' ~Iascot; or, The Idol of the Company.
Mistake; or, "' \VI.lat Might Have Been."
66 The L ibe rty Boys' Wrath ; or, Going for the R ed coats Roughshod.
~'ine Work; or, Doing Th ings Up B rown.
G7 The Liberty P.oys' Battle for Life; or, The Hardest Stmggle of
at Bay; or, 'L'he Close"t Call of All.
All.
ou Their Mettle; or, Making It Warm for the
68 The 1,iberty Boys' Lost: or, The Trap That Did Not Work.
Double Victory; or, Dowaing the Redcoats and 69 'l'he Liberty Boys' "Jonah"; or. The Youth Who ''Queered" Everything.
70 The Liberty Boys' Decoy; or, Baiting t.l,le British.
·n Th e Liberty Boys Lured ; or, 'l'be, Sua re the Enemy Set.
Suspected; or, Taken for British Spies.
The f,iberty Boys' Ransom ; O"f ' In the Hands of the Tory Outlaws.
C lever Trick ; or, Teaching the R edcoats 8
73 Th e Libe rty Boys as SJeuth-H unds; or, 'l'railing Bened ict Arin
nold.
(
~
Good Spy Work; or, With the Redcoats
74 The Liberty Boys " Swoop" ; 01', Scattering the Redcoats Like
Battle Cry; or, With Washington at the Brandy -- 'l'h era:. t B
, "tfut Time"; or, Lively Work in Old Virginia.
Tb~
r~ib~~:t~
B~~~'
Dar'ing Scheme; or, Their Plot to Capture the
Wild Ride; or, A Dash to Save a Fort.
.
King' s Son.
In a I<ix: or. Threatened by Heds and Whites. 77 The Liberty Boys' Bold Move; or, Into the Enemy's Country.
.
Big Contract; or, Ilulding Arnold in Check . rn The 4iberty Roys' Beacon Light; or, The Signal on the i\Iountam.
Shado1~·ed; or, A,fter Dick Slater for Revenge · 7() '.!'he IIJ.Qerty Boys' Honor; or, The Promise That Was Kept.
~uped · o~: The _Frl~n~ Who W~s an Enemy.
" SO 'l'he Liberty Boys' '"l'en Strike"; or. Bowling the British Over.
F!ike Suuender, 01, !'he Ruse That Succeeded. "l mb~ L "be t J'oys' Gt·att"tude and I·I o'" they Showed It
Signal; or, "At the Clang of the Bell."
· ~·.., : '
i. r. Y ' . ,
•
• .
"
.
·
Daring Work· or Risking Life for Liberty's S~ The Libe1 ty BoJ s and the Georgia Giant, or, A Hard Man to
•
'
Handle.
83 The Liberty Boys' Dead Line: or, "Cross it if Yott Dare!"
Prize, aad How 'fhey Won It.
84 The Liberty Boys "Hoo-Dooed"' ; or, Trnuble at Every Turn.
Plot; or, The Plan That Won.
8:i The Liberty Boys' Leap for Life; or, The Light that Led Them.
Great Haul; or, Taking Eve rything In Sight sr. The Liberty Boys' Indian Friend ; or, The Redskin who Fought for
Flush 'rimes: or, Reveling in British •<Gold.
Independence.
In a Snare: or, Almost Trapped.
87 The Liberty Boys "Going It Blind"; or, Taking Big Chan ces.
Brave Reseue; or, In t h e Nick of Time.
88 The Liberty Boys' Black Band; or, Bumping the British Hard.
Big Day; or, Doi ng Business by Who lesa le.
8{• The Libe rty Boys' "Hurry Call" ; or, A W ild Dash to Save a
Net; or, Catchi ng the Redcoats and r Tories.
Friend.
Worried: or, 'l'he Disappearan~e of Di'ck Slater
90
The I.lberty Boys' Guardian Angel; or, The Beautiful Maid of the •
Iron Grip; or. Squ eezing the Red coa ts.
Mountain.
Success: o r , Doing What '!'hey S · Out to Do.
'11 The L!berty Bo.vs' Brave Stand: or, Set Back but Not Defeated.
Setback; or, Defeated. But Nsit 'Disgraced.
in 'l'oryvi ll e; o r. Dick Slaters Fearfu l Risk. 82 The Liberty Boys "Treed "' : or, Warm Work in the Tall Timber.
Aroused: or, Rtr1king Strong Blows for L1bert1 93 The Liberty Boys' Do.re: or, Backing the B ri tish Down.
Triumph; or, Heating the ~eilcoats at Their !.l4 The Liherty Boys' Best Blows; o r , Beating the British at Bennington .
Scare: o r, A Miss as Goon as a Mile.
Danger; or, Foes on All Sides.
Flight: or, A Very Narrow Escape.

LA TEST

10 The Liberty Boys'
With Death.
11 'l"he Liberty Boys'
12 'l'he Liberty Boys'
13 'l'he Liberty Boys'
14 The Liberty Boys'
15 The Liberty Boys'
l 6 The Liberty Boys
17 The Liberty Boys'
War.
18 The Libe rty Boys'
Hl The Liberty Boys
20 The Libe rty .Boys'
21 The Liberty Boys'
22 'I'he Liberty Boys
23 The Libe rty Boys
Uedcoats.
·24 The Liberty Boys'
Tu!·ies.
25 The Liberty Boys
26 The Liberty Boys'

rl'bi ng or r1,wo.

27 The Liberty Boys'

Phlladelphla.
28 TLe Liberty Boys'
win~.

·

29 'fhP Li h<>rty Boys'
3') The Liberty Boys
:n Tue Liberty Boys'
32 T!J~ Libe rty Boys
a:~ The Liberty Boys
1l4 The Liberty Boys·
3:'i Tue Liberty Boys'
3(; Tbe Liberty Boys'
f'n LIS~.
37 'fbe Lll;erty Boys'
3!l The Liberty Boys'
;l!l Tbe Liberty Boys'
4') The Liberty Boys'
41 The Liberty Boys
42 The Liberty Boys'
4:l 'T'he Liberty Boys'
11 The Liberty Boys'
4fi 'rhe Liberty Boys
4r. The Liberty Roys'
47 The Liberty Roys'
48 T '1e Libe rty Boys'
49 The Liberty Roys
50 The L iberty Boys
Ul 'rh e ~.i ~eC:fm~.oys'

0 1

52 The Liberty Boy~·
53 The Liberty Roys'
54 The Liberty lloys'

Narrow

ISSUES:

Escape;

or,

A

Neck-and-Neck

For sale hy all newsdealers . or

Race
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copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ... . _... _.. . _. _........ . . .... .
" " PLUCK AND LUCK " .. __ _.. .. _......... _.. . ..... . .
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